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PREFACE

It was my intention, primarily, to attempt in

these essays a series of critical estimates of

leading educators, such as Pestalozzi, Frcebel,

Herbart, Spencer ;
but with a hope of more

positive usefulness, I have rather discussed

the burning questions of to-day, approaching

them from the philosophic and psychological

side.

I hope that a common core of interest and

argument may be found running throughout.

Roughly, the dominant theories in the common

school education of to-day are based upon a

psychology and philosophy which are largely

discredited
;

and my own endeavour is to

bring the results of later thought and study

into relation with school-work. And this

from a double point of view
;

for in no case

have I given practical deductions whose

success I have not verified, which, accord-

ing to the received doctrines of inductive
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logic, strengthens the theoretical propositions

advanced.

If these papers have but the smallest effect

in indicating the great difficulty and range of

the questions which an educational theorist

must consider I shall be more than satisfied.

Mr. Michael Sadler, in an eloquent address

which I had the good fortune to hear, defined

Educational Theory as a meeting place of

the Moral Sciences
;
and I have endeavoured

somewhat to work on this conception.

A series of Memoranda is included in the

appendices. These were written, except

where otherwise stated, as a basis of dis-

cussion by the London Inspectors ; and, in

all cases, must only be understood to be the

expression of my individual opinion. I have

included these with the hope that they may

prove at least suggestive to the teachers who

may chance to read them.

W. H. W.

S. John's College,

Cambridge,

1900.
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Problems in Education

i

ON THE HOPE OF AGREEMENT IN EDUCATIONAL

THEORY

There is among practical educationalists

considerable disinclination for, if not contempt
of, the various metaphysical and philosophical

questions which underlie the practice of their

craft, a too-frequent condemnation of all such

discussion as visionary and unpractical, and

quite remote from the actual business of the

school. On the other hand, the mere theorist

has usually much too strong a tendency to

formulate curricula and prescribe method, the

failure to realize, which is too hastily set down
to the incapacity or inertia of the teacher.

Again and again one hears in the schools,

"Yes, that is all very well in theory, but in

practice it will not answer." Now this divorce
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of theory and practice, even the supposition
that they can thus be divorced, is a serious

hindrance to educational advance. Philosophy
and psychology have much to say to the

practical teacher, but the experience of the

practical teacher has much to say to philosophy
and psychology. Whatever value may attach

to the following essays arises, I hope, from the

fact that I have kept in view the double

question throughout. If agreement in any
case is to result, it seems to be essential that

such a method should be adopted. But no

successful attempt at a decision as to educa-

tional theory and practice can be made unless

we recognize the difficult nature of the under-

taking. Unsophisticated men are accustomed

to regard matters of philosophy as determinate

only when they grant the premisses of various

schools of thought ;
even the psychologist finds

great difficulty, assuming that the difficulty is,

or can be overcome, of keeping metaphysical

presuppositions out of his psychological

descriptions ;
the natural scientist, it is true,

regards his teaching as stedfast in its solid

singleness, with what truth may hereafter

appear, but no such claim can be put forward

for the human sciences. Each rising sociologist
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seems to incline to the view that now for the

first time, sociology is being written. What

hope then is there that the theory of Education

can escape the perennial disputes in which

these subjects are involved ? And when in

addition this question is complicated by political

opportunism and the heat engendered by

theological controversy, the outlook seems

dark indeed.

Whilst then different schools of thought

remain, while conservative and progressive
continue to be connotative names, whilst

authority and liberty continue to find advocates

for their aggrandizement, so long is it probable
that there will be lacking any consensus as to

educational theory and educational ideals.

At this point the inevitable reflection arises.

"Why discuss the question, if the issue must

be continued disagreement ?
"

Philosophy,

Politics, and Theology do not usually seem
deterred by this consideration, nor need the

student of Educational theory. For after all,

it is not quite the same thing to disagree with

a clear view of all the collateral doctrines and

implications in your antagonist's doctrine, even

assuming that you cannot convince him, as

simply to disagree, often with fervour enough
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and occasionally with indignant surprise at his

stupidity.

And on a less ambitious view, viz :
—that of

preventing our own mistakes, it may be well to

see what we must be prepared to maintain in

the other department of thought, whether we
set out from some educational ideal, or some

philosophic conception as to the nature of the

universe or of man's duty.

Is disagreement logically inevitable ? The
dominant school of thought to-day in so far as

such thought affects educational practice, is

Realistic. The eternal, unchangeable and

incomprehensible Deity has given place to the

eternal, unchangeable and equally incompre-
hensible Atom. Atomism in science is allied

with atomism in psychology, and the one

bed-rock of all knowledge becomes the sensa-

tion. "The content of apprehension is fact,"

as one of the latest exponents of Realism

announces. If this be so, the educational

outcome is obvious. All knowledge must be

presented as pieces of external material reality.

Colour, size, weight, these are the real.

Even History must be taught in such wise

that its persons must be attached to things and

places ;
from the relic we are to construct the
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complete animal. And not only is this so, it

should be so, if the premisses of atomistic

realism are sound. It is universally admitted

that we cannot interchange sensations, nor

communicate them. Truth then must be an

individual construction. There can be no

Popes either theological or academical, and

even the admitted validity of a consensus of

opinion depends upon some such conception as

the following,
—one man is as likely to be

right as another, so we had better count heads.

Though here it should be noted that some of

the disciples of atomistic realism are not

consistent, for they say that the truth is not

given equally to all, but only to those who have

passed through an adequate course in the

training of the senses. This is, however, in

effect, to give up individualism, and adopt some

kind of social standard, as may appear more

fully in the sequel.

Allied with this is some form of naturalistic

ethics, often a very imperfectly conceived

utilitarian one, so imperfectly that impulse is

deified, and the immediate pleasure-giving

power of any course of action or instruction is

held to be a sufficient justification. The pro-

gress of these conceptions, in gaining access to
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the common schools, and embodiment in

educational practice, has been aided by the

growing opinion that this sensationalist,

materialistic conception must be a most valu-

able one for the great bulk of our manual

workers. We shall get better work, we shall

maintain our own against foreign competition,

and we shall, perhaps, render less acute the

class discontent which is sure to grow if a

humanistic education along the lines of literary

and historical culture is attempted.
Far be it from me to assert or deny any of

the above propositions at this juncture ; my
whole aim is to attempt to show the various

supports, logical, ethical and political which

cluster round a dominant theory of to-day.

Nor am I concerned at present to condemn or

approve the educational outcome in any entirety

or even with discrimination. The influence on

school curricula is not, however, only positive

in the sense of including much work on a basis

of sensation, but negative, not merely by

absorbing time and energy which would be

devoted to other subjects, but definitely reject-

ing other branches of instruction as compara-

tively useless. A curious illustration of this

supreme regard for natural science, and all the
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more valuable perhaps, because shown incident-

ally, is given by a Liberal thinker of to-day,
who is himself an historian.

" Some days afterwards Franklin sailed for

Philadelphia, and beguiled a protracted

voyage by drawing up an account of the

doleful transactions on which he had been

recently engaged, and by the more profit-

able and congenial occupation of testing*

with his thermometer the breadth and the

direction of the Gulf Stream." *

And quite dogmatically Mr. Herbert Spencer
tells us :

"
Sad, indeed, is it to see how men occupy
themselves with trivialities, and are in-

different to the grandest phenomena—care

not to understand the architecture of the

Heavens, but are deeply interested in some

contemptible controversy about the in-

trigues of Mary Queen of Scots !
—are

learnedly critical over a Greek ode, and

pass by without a glance that grand epic
written by the finger of God upon the

strata of the Earth." t

*"The American Revolution," Part I., 1766- 1776, by the Right
Hon. George Otto Trevelyan, Bart. Page 303.

t
"
Education," page 41.
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Even the Almighty seems, in this account,

to be engaged in producing
"
utilities fixed and

embodied in material objects ;

"
but with that I

am not concerned except to insist that these are

not illogical positions, for if Liberalism means
a definite philosophic view, and is based upon
consistent conceptions, then History, at least as

concerned with government and governors, is,

assuming we could learn anything definitely

from it, not likely to be of great use to the

members of a world wholly given up to economic

considerations, engaged in supplying each

other's material wants, where there are no

interferences with the interchange of produc-

tions, much individual liberty and the gradual
contraction of the sphere of government.
At the opposite end of the scale stands the

Idealist. In the world there is nothing great
but man, and in man there is nothing great but

mind. There can, he would say, be nothing
more absurd than to regard sensation as the

basis of knowledge, even going so far as, with

the late Professor Green, to deny that sensa-

tion is constituent of knowledge. Things are

what they are by virtue of the relations which

subsist between them and other things. The
world is a mental construction, and man's pur-
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poses towards, and man's ideas of the Divine

are the true reality. Following from these

conceptions, and supporting them, comes a group
of conceptions regarding human society which

are the very antithesis of individualism. The
solid individual becomes dissolved in a network

of relations, to his family, to his trade, to his

church, to the human race, the strong unsolicited

taking up the burden of the inferior races, a

burden, perhaps, that is not always realized by
those who carry it. The strain of competitive

production, production of material goods which

the idealist would say are but a small part of

the goods of life, must be relieved by social

action.

If it be maintained that the gross output
would be diminished, the contrary might be

maintained, or failing that, it would be retorted

that after all, if it were so, even a diminished

output would be better than the continuous

sacrifice of humanity involved in living merely
to work.

It would not be hard to forecast a priori the

inevitable outcome, educationally, of such

doctrines as these, even were actual illustra-

tions denied us.

The years of school life, the argument would
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run, must be years of culture. We must put
off the dread hour as long as possible, which

comes to all of us at some time, and to the

children of our common schools only too soon,

in which some one piece of administrative

routine, some little wheel in the vast machine

of state absorbs the energies and narrows the

interests. The division of labour, thus highly

organised, benefits the work at least in quantity,

but has a most disastrous effect upon the

worker. So that in our schools, if technical

training there must be, this party at least

demands and largely secures that the technical

training shall be science, not technique. To
know the best that has been said and thought
in the world, poetry to sweeten and soften,

literature to provide the pupil with knowledge
and views of life, history to strengthen the

sense of human solidarity and to give object

lessons in government.
There are many systems which will embrace

the facts, doubtless, but let us look to it that

we present such systems as are made by great
and good men to the ripening minds of our

pupils ;
we must not risk the pupil's stumbling

upon truth. Science doubtless may have a

place in our common school curricula, but let it
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be valued for its disciplinary and not for its

factual side.

Now here, as in summarizing the conceptions

underlying the individualistic realistic view, I

disclaim for the moment any attitude ofapproba-
tion or criticism. My one object is to group the

floating arguments of the day into more or less

coherent masses. Nor do I assert that any
individual Realist or Idealist holds all the

views above imputed, though I contend that

there is a logical attraction between the several

parts of the bodies of doctrine given which

tends to bring them into one totality of belief.

"
Certainly," our objector might proceed, "you

cannot expect agreement, even a working

agreement, while one side takes its stand upon
the metaphysical conception of Idealism, and

the other upon an equally baseless assumption
of Realism. Let us find a system of philosophy
free from these extremes, one that will harmon-

ize the innate and the experiential, let us study
the evolution of the race, and teach that which

the race has learned in the order in which the

race has learned it."

Thus the theory of knowledge, and for the

Ethics, they, too, may be obtained inductively.—See whither progress is tending, and help on
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the good work. The very considerable vogue
of Naturalism in varying forms will require and

demand extended treatment later. My only

purpose in this Essay is to indicate the general

systems of thought which issue in, and partly

depend upon Theories of Education.

NOTE.— I give in Appendix I. an illustration of the continued

vitality and practical importance of the questions raised in

this chapter.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION.

So much now-a-days is believed to depend

upon a teacher's equipment in psychology that

it becomes necessary carefully to consider the

relations between the two, more especially as

Professor James and Professor Mlinsterberg
have recently declared, though with varying

emphasis, their belief that the value of psycho-

logy to the teacher is much overrated. Professor

James' position is perhaps best summed up by
the following. "It is only the fundamental

conceptions of psychology which are of real

value to the teacher
;

"
and "

Psychology

certainly narrows the path for experiments and

trials. We know in advance, if we are psycho-

logists, that certain methods will be wrong, so

our psychology saves us from mistakes." And
Professor Mlinsterberg, after somewhat scorn-

ful reference to the Child Study Association,

alludes to the statistical returns with which
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most of us are now familiar, as follows :

"
Finally, even if all the stuff is reliable and

truly psychological, still we ought not to ex-

aggerate our hopes for real information. As

long as the thousand little facts are not

connected by a theory, the facts are dead

masses, and if they are only illustrations of a

theory, they do not teach us anything new."

But while denying the value of psychology to

the teacher, he thinks that a new office is

demanded, the office of " educational scholar,"

whose business it shall be to alternate between

the pedagogic and psychologic attitude, and

who shall "take the whole wisdom of psycho-

logy and remould it into suggestions for the

practical teacher's use." When America, the

land of child-study and statistics, tends to react

in the persons of two of its ablest thinkers, it

may not be superfluous to attempt an inde-

pendent estimate.

It must be fully and freely admitted, nay, it

is again and again insisted on, that a teachers,

an educationist's attitude cannot be that of a

psychologist. I remember the pleasure which

certain drawings of school children gave me as

illustrating rather markedly a well known class

of visual illusion, whilst the teacher wondered
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at my obvious interest and satisfaction, as the

drawings, from the pedagogic point of view, were

very bad. The incident impressed me greatly,

and set me on the alert for other instances of a

like nature, until I find myself able at will to

change the inspectorial for the psychologic
attitude and vice versa. Now the inspectorial

and the teacher's attitude are here very similar.

Both of them wish for accuracy, information, and

that general alertness of associative processes
and central control which passes by the name
of intelligence. Blunders are to be repressed,

abnormalities to be made less abnormal, in one

word, the normative, not the positive sciences

are more especially the teacher's guides. And
results achieved along their lines are directly in

the track of his interests. For example, the

teacher is not greatly concerned whether this

or that associative process works, provided the

lesson be remembered.

Since we have but span-long lives, and have

generally hardly energy and freshness enough
to learn many trades, as a matter of social

economy we can see the inevitability of such a

position on the part of the teacher. And even

going further, and supposing practical difficulties

removed, should we wish for the psychological
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attitude on the part of our teachers ? On

any theory of life other than a purely natural-

istic one, we have already seen reason to

believe that psychology is but one determinant

among a complex of other considerations. On
one naturalistic theory, it is true, the psycho-

logical attitude would certainly be in place, in

fact it would gradually absorb the pedagogical

wholly. Imagine a teacher taking the faults

of his pupils with the curious ethical aloofness

which the late Grant Allen exhibits to his

characters, with the complete submergence of

the ethical in the psychological.
" A matter of standpoint

"
:
—

" A horrible crime ! you say. Yes, no doubt

a horrible crime—from the ethical side, a

crime of the first magnitude. But from

the psychological side, which is how
human actions rather strike me, a re-

grettable result of incompatibility in the

matter of standpoint. Those two saw

things differently
— no more than that.

If each could have seen with the other's

eyes
—

well, most crimes are so, and

most blunders also."
*

Here, perhaps, Mr. Allen's naturalism has

* From " Twelve Tales," by Grant Allen, p. 351.
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outpaced his evolutionism, but that is not now
in question. I give the extract as indicating,

perhaps, more clearly than argument how utterly-

impossible such an attitude would be on the

part of our teachers.

I am in complete accord with Professor

Miinsterberg in his plea for separate workers

in the educational field who shall combine

the pedagogic and psychologic attitudes, with

one proviso,
—that such "education students"

shall know something more of educational

practice than its supervision, and something
more of the moral sciences than psychology.
For the rest I do not find myself in agreement
with Professors James and Miinsterberg.
Granted that there is a tendency just now to

collect vast stores of unrationalized information,

still, is such collection quite so independent of

theory as Professor Miinsterberg supposes ? I

remember discussing with Professor Earl

Barnes, whose Studies in Education is to me
the best known work in Child Study along

pedagogical lines, the enormous difficulty of

framing the questions upon which these

statistical results are based.

Thoreau, says Russell Lowell, was a naturalist,

but no scientist
;
he never seemed to ask the

2
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right question, which is the life of science.

And I can myself vouch for the necessity of

some prevision of results, at least a grasp of

the possibility of alternatives, which together
shall be fairly exhaustive in preparing

' forms
'

for statistical enquiries in other branches of

school work. What I would maintain is that

the right question is an hypothesis, a theory
in the making. Granted that an unnecessary

jubilation is often evinced by the mere fact

collector, and speaking as an official, there

is, perhaps, too great a tendency among us to

regard a matter as settled when we have

merely made laborious notes upon it
; yet the

synthetic thinker must not push his claim too

far
;

it is not frequently given to man to be at

once a good collector and a good synthesizer.

Yet nothing but evil can come of the complete

separation of these functions.

Professor James, quite unexpectedly to me,

talks as though principles were something exist-

ing above the facts, from which the facts could

be deduced. The psychological principles useful

to the teacher could be written on the palm of

your hand, he says. I hold this to be false and

misleading. I have elsewhere in the study of

natural science, protested against the over-
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whelming voracity for facts, and disregard of

the processes of synthesis and interpretation,

but the teaching of scientific 'generalizations

without the perceptual basis on which they rest

has been so radically condemned that the

danger now is a sensory basis so enormous

that we can never complete the superstructure.

It seems strange then to urge us to teach

principles in vacuo. Moreover, is not the

conception mere empty verbalism without an

ever present factual basis, not distinct as

isolated perceptions or images, but as the

psychic fringe which gives body to our con-

ception and becomes focal on demand? And

practically, anyone who has examined students

knows with what avidity they will pounce upon
definitions and principles, reproducible at

examinations, but almost wholly barren. The
student must do riders in psychology as well as

in mathematics, as Professor Stout says in the

preface to his Manual. But unlike mathematics

the premisses of psychology are very far from

ideal. Apperceptionism and atomism have

each of them their excellencies educationally,

and their defects. Atomism says the facts are

everything, association will do the rest. Ap-

perceptionism says the theory, the conception,
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the apperceiving mass (I do not for the moment

distinguish the varieties) is the important
matter

;
the fact, to be a fact, must be such as

to be embraced by the notions already present
in the mind. The interaction is not sufficiently

recognized in either of these views. A con-

ception is not the same when its factual base is

enlarged, a fact is changed when a new con-

ception embraces it. I should amend Professor

Miinsterberg's dictum as to facts and theory by

asserting that every illustration of a theory
modifies that theory and does teach us some-

thing new.

It is impossible for me to follow Professor

James in his violent dislocation of positive and

negative. It is somewhat late in the philo-

sophic day to have to repeat that bare negatives
are meaningless. We know one course of

teaching to be wrong because we know mental

process cannot be developed in that way, but

how can this knowledge be independent of the

knowledge of how it does develop ? And, if

we know that, does it not give some positive

guidance ?

A further point arises as to the unsuitability

of much psychologic data for the purposes of

the teacher. Certainly I am unable to suggest
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any immediate use for the results of investiga-

tions on, say, the binocular basis of the percep-
tion of the third dimension, but I am not at all

sure that chemical or physical research can

always show a direct application to the needs of

life. Yet no one questions the possible, nay,

probable application, some day. Such an

attitude I hope the educationist will take up
with regard to psychology

—even to the most

statistical and brass-instrumental variety. I

can only hope that any essay of mine may
throw a little of that light upon educational

problems, which is invariably emitted from the

work of Professor James, even if, in one or two

cases, I venture to accept some evidence from

the ' new psychology.'
But a further question arises. How is such

psychology as may be of value to the teacher

to be taught to him ? Either in training or

subsequently, I cannot believe in the efficacy of

lectures on such general propositions as Prof-

fessor James thinks it mainly concerns teachers

to know. And yet it can hardly be maintained

that every teacher should pass through a

practical course in a psychological laboratory.

Teachers have much to learn and little time to

learn it in
;
we need to diminish, not to add
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to their 'subjects.' Nor is such laboratory
work usually directly applicable to their practice,

and yet teachers have in the ordinary course of

their duties, a good field for observation, I do

not say a good opportunity for observation, for,

as was asserted above, their standpoint is not

psychological but educational. But I have

often found that much sound psychologic

knowledge lay embedded and implicit among
pedagogical rules and maxims, and what is

wanted is not so much the imposition of psycho-

logical laws from above and without, as refer-

ences to and summaries of those particular

experiences,
—the facts with which teachers

already have a large implicit acquaintance, in

such wise that these facts may point to and be

synthesized by the general propositions afore-

said. This is difficult work, and requires the

services of one who is both a skilled teacher

and a good psychologist. But a conviction of

the value of such work is a necessary prelude to

the appearance of the worker in any numbers,

and I am at present simply endeavouring to

produce the former.



Ill

OBSERVATION

It is impossible to open any modern text-book

upon pedagogy, especially if written upon
Frcebellian lines, without rinding continual

exhortation to encourage observation, by which

you find, on closer examination, is meant the

perception of the colours, shapes, sizes and

weights of material things. Now I wish to

say in advance, to prevent misunderstanding,
that this departure from the older method of

learning, or rather learning about material

objects and properties by means of words, has so

far my sympathy, that one of my most strenuous

efforts is to base the science teaching of our

common schools more securely upon a per-

ceptual foundation. But because such know-

ledge must be sensationally based, it does not

follow that the mere accumulation of such

perceptions is knowledge, nor that all know-

ledge can be thus attained. If knowledge is
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nothing more than the likeness and un-

likenesses, coincidences and sequences of

perceptions, if we have only to open our eyes
and look, whilst association will do the rest,

then undoubtedly the training of the Infant

school should continue through life, and all

beyond is futility, if not delusion. But is

perception thus unconditioned, except by the

external object ?

How have we come to detach bits of our

environment and to call them separate things ?

It depends primarily upon our practical

interests. A thing is one thing when as a

whole it contributes to the furtherance or

hindrance of our practical ends. For a

botanist, for example, there are such things
as "grasses," to most of us there is nothing
but "

grass," and that not only in the

monotonous stumpiness of a college plot,

but in the country meadow. Again, it is

sometimes said that many an enthusiastic

botanist has not seen a "flower" since early

childhood; "pistils," "stigmas," "sepals," are

the "
things

"
for him

;
a mental attitude which

is identical with that of not seeing the forest

for the trees.
" What my dog cannot smell,"

says Dr. Bradley, "does not exist for him,"
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and we should find it hard to believe that the

animal waxed enthusiastic over daisies. Eyes
and No-eyes are not always the good and bad

little boys ; they are perhaps more commonly
the naturalist and the abstract philosopher,

with one of whom, plus a weighty book, I

once went on a country walk. Only in one

place, where overarching boughs obscured his

light, did my companion notice the ''con-

founded trees." In College chapel, I was not

aware that the stalls were surmounted by
carved figures till I had knocked my head

against one. How many men are aware

of the number of buttons they carry on their

waistcoats, or which boot they are accustomed

to put on first ? Now and again some child-

study statistics bring out, say, the terrible

ignorance of a town child of the sights and

sounds of country life. Immediately, the

amateur educationist uplifts an alarm, and

forthwith a new chaos of fact must be intro-

duced to the town school. No matter

whether there will or will not be time to

synthesize them, the facts qua facts must be

known. Is this observation in the best sense at

all ? It might be well to listen to Charles Darwin,

himself a patient and laborious observer.
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" How profoundly ignorant B (who had said

that Darwin should have published facts

alone) must be of the very soul of obser-

vation ! About thirty years ago there

was much talk that geologists ought only
to observe and not theorise

;
and I well

remember some one saying that at this

rate a man might as well go into a gravel-

pit and count the pebbles and describe

the colours. How odd it is that anyone
should not see that all observation must

be for or against some view if it is to be of

any service !

" *

I am not now concerned with all the

implications and suggestions which a careful

reading of these few pregnant sentences may
involve

;
what I am concerned to note and

approve is the condemnation of mere percep-
tion for its own sake, the disjecta membra of

knowledge. The concept of evolution will, I

think, have fruitful consequences if brought to

bear on this problem. What general relation

is observable between sensory and perceptual

acuteness and intellectual advance? How do

children and savages compare in these qualities

* Darwin to Fawcett, quoted in Huxley's
"
Lay Sermons

and Addresses."
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with each other and with civilized adults ?

Fortunately, it is becoming increasingly

possible to answer such questions. But a

preliminary warning is necessary. The
marvellous stories of identification and recogni-

tion at long distances on the part of savages,

must not be taken as wholly, if at all, due to

superior acuity, or range of vision. The

European, perhaps, more usually occupies the

place of the savage and vice versa in such

cases as that related by Major-General Baden-

Powell in his
" Aids to Scouting."

Powell was matching his eyes against a shikari.

"He pointed out a hillside some distance off,

and asked me if I could see how many cattle

there were grazing on it. It was only with

difficulty that I could see any cattle at all, but

presently I capped him by asking him if he

could see the man in charge of the cattle.

Now, I could not actually see this myself, but

knowing that there must be a man with the

herd, and that he would probably be up-hill

above them somewhere, and as there was a

solitary tree above them (and it was a hot,

sunny day), I guessed he would be under this

tree."

This reasoning proved accurate, and the
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incredulous shikari, looking through the field-

glasses, marvelled at the vision of the white

man.

The same general conception is found under-

lying the following, taken from the " Times

Report," Jan. 28, 1900, of a lecture delivered

at the Royal Institution by Dr. W. H. R. Rivers

on the senses of Primitive Man. The conclu-

sions were largely based on the experimental
results obtained on the Torres Straits Expedi-
tion.

"
Speaking of acuteness of vision, he said

savages had been supposed to be able to

see things which were invisible to the

European, and the question was how far

their visual powers depended on observa-

tion, and how far on the sensitiveness of

the retina and the excellence of the eye as

an optical apparatus. From eyesight tests

he arrived at the general conclusion that

the average acuity of vision displayed by
these people was superior to that of normal

Europeans, though not in any very marked

degree.

The visual powers of savages which had

excited the admiration of travellers, might
thus be held to depend on the faculty of
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observation ; starting with somewhat

superior acuteness of vision, by long
attention to minute details, coupled with

familiarity with their surroundings, they
became able to recognise things in a

manner that at first sight seemed quite

wonderful.

But such exclusive attention as they
learned to pay to objects of sense appeared
a distinct hindrance to the development of

the higher faculties.

This view might at first seem paradoxi-

cal, since sense impressions were the

foundation of the intellectual processes ;

but on the other hand, the intellectual

superstructure must suffer if too much

energy were expended on the sensory
side.

The commonest defect of eyesight

among Europeans was myopia, but this

was almost completely absent among
savages. The opposite condition—
hyperopia, which was apparently the

normal condition of the European child

was very common among them."

It would seem then that, visually, there is

considerable resemblance between savages and
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children, and that they differ from civilised

adults in much the same way. Secondly, that

the savage is like the child, who, as every

practical teacher knows, is sensori-motor to the

last degree, and takes a joy in the perception
and gesticulatory recognition of things apart
from any further intellectual relationship. He
is at the mercy of the solicitations of sense, and

central control is almost lacking. Just like the

yokel who on inquiry grinds you out a whole

series of time and place connections, most of

which are irrelevant to your question, so the

savage traces his way bit by bit, by mound or

bush, passing every time through the same

perceptual experience, and hopelessly lost if any
element is removed. I remember a story of a

trainer of monkeys whose test of teachability

was continuous attention to one object. The

lively, jumpy monkeys who saw and heard

everything were of no use to him. Another

interesting illustration bearing on this point is

the almost invariable detestation which genius
manifests to sensory distractions.

Not to observe may be, and probably is, for

many of us, an injunction more needed than the

contrary. The energy of every one of us is

limited, let us maintain that energy at the
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growing point of our mental process and

subservient to the central control.

A train of thought is not a train whose

carriages are percepts or images, and whose

couplings are the connections of their temporal
and spatial occurrence, nor even a train in

which the resembling carriages are kaleido-

scoped into one
;
but a train in which now one

carriage is larger and brighter than the rest,

and now another
;
now some carriages are

shunted off, now others are put on, and the

driver of the train, the conative tendency,
selects his carriages and couples them for his

purposes.
What then is the educational upshot ? I

think diminished confidence at least should be

felt in the extension of mere perception in

education. Perception, as closely attentive as

you please, has a place even now, a vital place,

in such studies as arithmetic and geography,
as well as in natural science, writing, drawing
and learning to read, without ransacking the

universe for curious objects, and encumbering
the child's mind with the ill-assorted contents

of the school museum.

A further and vital question in connection

with observation is the method of its progress
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with the growing mind. Here we have an

opportunity of applying those general psycho-

logical principles which, according to Professor

James, are especially helpful to the teacher.

But, unhappily, we have two such general

principles of a contrary nature, which have not,

as yet, been harmonized by delimitation. The
classical school of English psychologists were

accustomed to present perceptual advance as a

synthesis of unchanged elements, a sum of

atomic sensations plus images residual from

those sensations, an additive compound worked

up from a discrete manifold of sense. Now the

psychologic attitude is rather to represent

perceptual growth as a segmentation of the

originally continuous, first, a distinctionless

unity which gradually gets broken up and

re-related, though, finally, you have relations

for thought, whereas formerly they were "felt"

or "
implicit."

The first view, I think, errs by allowing

nothing for the stream of conative tendency,
fails to note the selective aspect of perceptual

growth, neglects the proportionality of associa-

tive synthesis, and implies too great a fixity to

the so-called elements. The second view,

especially if limited to the growth of the
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individual,—and to invent a racial psychologic
man is perhaps unwise whilst Weissmanism is

in the ascendant, does not allow enough for

the restrictive and selective determination of

sense experience, a determination arising from

physiological preformation. Nor must inhi-

bition be neglected from the outset, at least

such inhibition as is implied by the fact that

attention in one direction shunts activity from

another, for it is not until the universe has

indeed become "
big, booming" and "

buzzing,"

to use Professor James' language, that we

employ inhibition as a positive process. The
infant begins with objects ;

a bright light,

a moving figure, may be his universe.

The "big, booming, buzzing universe"

may be Professor James' ;
it is not, I think,

the child's. Not only are the world's

complexities unnoted, they are not even felt
;

it is not a case of the implicit apprehension of

the universe becoming explicit here and there

in bright splashes of sense-perception, there is

no apprehension, explicit or implicit, except

of fragments which, however, are not atomic

sensations, but the objects of daily life.

I was constrained to include this short

discussion in this paper, because, in so far as

3
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continuumism has been applied in schools, it

has certainly achieved a very marked failure.

As, for example, the argument runs, a flower

is at first to us an undissected totality, within

which petals, stamens etc., separate out, and as

the direction of attention is at first more easily

made toward the whole than to its parts, so

in the case of words, which are interesting as

wholes, should we postpone the consideration

of the parts or letters, being content to let these

and their order sink in to our minds by
unconscious absorption. This is called the
M Look and Say" method, and has a close

affinity to the unconscious absorption theory
of spelling, which, I believe, was first held

by Dogberry. Failure in this method on my
own part, and the almost unanimous opinion

of the teachers of my district, who practise

spelling under fear of being regarded as

professionally antiquated, led me to watch for

similar mental processes in adult life where

the subject matter is relatively unknown. We
are in a street in Paris which we have never

before seen. We want to know that street

again when we come across it. Do we trust

to unconscious absorption ? We look rather

at one building, then at another, then we survey
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it in one direction, then in the opposite, and

our difficulty is enormously increased if the

houses are pretty much like the houses in all

the other streets and only differ in order. It

is not difficult to remember the vigorous and

successive movements of attention which we
make under those circumstances. And then

suppose we are told—" You must draw one

side of that street beginning always from left to

right." When the first agonized shock is over,

off we trot to the left end, and observing care-

fully and drawing as well as we can, move by
successive steps from left to right. The worst

is, our stock of graphic houses is small, so we
must pay particular attention to the order

;
we

attend successively and draw successively, and

I am quite sure we should, if we could, get our

sound memory to help us by saying,
" Doll's

house, church, bank, doll's house, and so on;"
and we should do this more than once.

To those who cannot read this parable I

have nothing to say. To those who can I

should like to add, that even for bare apprehen-

sion, apart from reproduction, spelling is valu-

able. Try to read a lettered sky-sign from

behind, and the experiment will convince you.
I do not assert, nor wish to be understood as
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implying, that continuumism is herebydisproved,
but it is just these large generalisations often

worked out for metaphysical purposes, the un-

critical introduction of which into educational

theory will always be dangerous.

Note.—Some detailed applications of the results of this chapter
will be found in the Appendix, where also a summary of

results is given on the place of Repetition in Memory,

(Appendix VII.) to which attention is especially directed in

connection with the teaching of Spelling.
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ON IMAGERY, THOUGHT, AND LANGUAGE

Perhaps few doctrines in psychology have had

more widespread currency than the "
image"

theory. Even percepts have been held to be

invariably compounded of image and sensation,

though there is, with most of us, no intro-

spective evidence for the images, and though
there seems good evidence for the development
of the "

percept" prior to the "
image." But

the explanation of the error is not far to seek.

Past process certainly modifies present process,

of that there is no doubt. Then, when the

question arises as to the way in which this

influence is exerted, what more likely than that

attentive enquiry, fixing on past process as we

know it, should give rise to images which we

accept as what must have made our present

percepts what they are. Then follows on

Associationist principles, an elaboration of the

concept. Primarily, we have the "sensation" ;
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then the "
percept" compounded of present

" sensation
"
and " ideas

"
or "

images
"

arising

from past sensation
;

then a coalescence of

similar percepts with a central core of common

qualities and the comparative extinction of the

non-coalescing ones
; then, by the continuous

superposition, so to speak, of one generic image
over another, with the suppression of differences,

we reach the purity of the highest categories, a

purity consistent with, if not consequent upon,
a marked vacuity of meaning. There is little

wonder that those who accept this scheme of

intellectual progress should glorify fact and

depreciate abstract thinking ;
little wonder that

deductive methods should be relatively despised.

For if in the concept we have suppressed and

neglected the particular, if the concept were

simply running under the bare poles of the

common particulars of the things which it

denotes, then indeed science can weigh and

measure, but its issue will be nature arranged
in "lots" marked out in shapes, colours, and

sizes
;
classification of measurable qualities will

be the ideal of science, and even the conceptual

explanation which has taken the place of a real

account of things must be given up.

Educationally, as will readily be seen, this
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account logically issues in the extensive ac-

cumulation of facts, not the intensive elaboration

of them, with the undercurrent of assumption
that the further you get away from percepts
and ideas (images) based on them, the more

dangerous is the ground you tread, or rather,

that you leave the solid earth altogether.

The image theory, moreover, spreads itself

over the whole psychological field. The most

elementary notions of time-perception are

obscured by it, with some growth of pure egos,

subjects out of time, and other metaphysical

justifications.

It is, however, usually granted that con-

ceptual thinking is in some way an intellectual

advance upon perceptual thinking and imagina-

tion, but it may be well to examine for ourselves

the relations between them. Now, if we try to

form an image of a concept, we shall fail.

Added effort only seems to bring more clearly

into view the individual peculiarities of some

member of the class. If we try to imagine
"
triangle," we succeed instead in imaging "a

triangle." In endeavouring to image such a

concept as "
animal," some people seem to

arrive at what is called a generic image, i.e., a

core of central features tolerably distinct,
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surrounded by a fringe of blurred and hazy
ones. And this has by some been called a
u
rudimentary concept." No doubt the generic

image serves a useful purpose as the forerunner

of true conceptual thinking and as easing and

accelerating the flow of ideas. But a concept
it is not. Nor have we a concept till the

universal elements are explicit, without however

suppression or disregard of the particular, being
rather held in antithesis to the particular. The
true concept is not less than the particulars from

which it is, and must be elaborated, but more ;

it is not perfect without the recognition of the

differences which it embraces as well as the

universal it connotes. Moreover the concept
is a system of relations as well as a number of

attributes, and relations except those of space
cannot well be pictorially presented. It would

not seem essential then that images should be

present during conceptual thought. The next

question that arises is,
—If not essential, are

they indifferent ? And here, I think, we can

give a decided answer and say that imagery is

a positive hindrance to conceptual thinking. A
fellow-student of mine, a great visualizer, was

much distressed by "a bale of cotton on a

wharf," which popped in view whenever the
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word " wealth
"

appeared, and became the

King Charles's head of his papers in Economics.

One remembers the " boat
"
which Mr. Galton's

young lady decked out with pretty colours, fair

dames and noble squires, when all that he had

said was,
"

I want to tell you about a boat."

We can suppose the feeling of contradiction

and loss of power in readjustment which would

arise if the subsequent narrative refused to

coalesce with this image. His male listener

lapsed into no images, his unspoken attitude

being,
" Go on, the boat will a good deal depend

upon what comes next." Then the whole series

of Galton's investigations as to the imaging

power of notable men seems conclusive as

against the connection of facile imagery with

high intellectual power. But here it is neces-

sary to avoid being understood too generally,

for though imagery may be obstructive, it may
be of the highest value, and it is the recognition

of the great value of pictorial representation in

certain fields that has produced a bias against

language as a means of thought. Can we feel

wholly in sympathy with Robert Louis Steven-

son when he sighs out to Henry James :

" Admitted we live in an age of the optic

nerve in literature. For how many
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centuries did literature get along without a

sign of it."
*

And this from one whose power of word-

painting is so exquisite that the imagery which

responds approximates in vividness to pictorial

art. Even here it is said, however, that a visit

to any depicted scene shows how inadequate is

the portraiture.

Let any one attempt verbally to think out a

problem in solid geometry, chess, or machine

construction, or to define in words the common

physical apparatus of daily life, and he will

readily find how gladly he relapses into

diagrams. Could any more hopeless attempt
be made, for example, than to describe to an-

other any leaf or plant by means of words, even

though a huge collection of technical terms be

available,—the application of which is still

sometimes called Botany ? Maps again are

instances of method much superior to verbal

description. And generally speaking we may
say that where "

perfectly individualized con-

nections in time and space are in question,"

language is not the best instrument of thought.

Here percepts and images are not only very

important in the initial stages, but continue to

* The letters of R. L. Stevenson, by Sidney Colvin.
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be so. Has language then no place in such

studies as Geometry ? In so far as Geometry
means the practical solutions of problems, I

think we could easily overrate its value
;
but

with respect to the study of Geometry as an

exercise in logic, its use is, of course, imperative ;

in fact, its generality is essential to the gener-

ality of the proof and its conclusion. A valu-

able exercise in the accurate use of language is

attained by the induction of accurate definition

from the shapes and figures of ordinary

Geometry. Every school-boy will have per-

ceptions of circle, triangle, diameter, but will

find great difficulty in verbally defining them.

The common practice of learning them by rote

from a text-book issues in work which not

unfrequently gives us such startling definitions

as,
" A circle is a figure bounded by a straight

line, and is such that any point within it is at

equal distances from every other point." The
best method is to present diagrams, (of course

these are only approximations) and ask for

definitions. What could you say of all these

diameters ? You are probably told
" Lines

passing through circles." Now retranslate that

into figures, and its defects are obvious
; you

may draw a curved line, you may cut the circum-
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ference, and so on
;
then clearing up point by

point, even young children may be led to give
correct definitions. This is an admirable pre-

paration for the logical exercise we call Euclid
;

the true generality of the conceptual definitions

becomes obvious, and the word thus known,
becomes not only a good vehicle of communica-

tion, but a fixation point round which images

may cluster, though the identification of its

meaning with any particular image is rendered

unlikely.

Hamilton's magnificent description of words

as the fortresses of thought are amply justified

in such cases as- this. Not conquerors of new
fields of knowledge are they here, but enclosures

for the prevention of desertion and disintegration

among the units of the force, and points d
appui for further advance.

So far as objects can be visually and tactu-

ally presented, we begin with percepts, then

images, but having attained the level of

conceptual thinking, images may be, and often

are, a hindrance. No practical teacher would

deny that number has an ostensive basis, but I

question whether the valuable appreciation of

that truth has not produced such a passion for

concrete examples that time is frequently lost,
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and the generality of the arithmetical argument
obscured by continuous insistence on "cows"
and "

birds,"
"
pounds of tea," real coins,

pictures and images. I do not wish to see the

day when the Irishman's excuse for numerical

inaccuracy will be currently accepted, viz :
—

that he had worked the sum in
" chairs

"
whereas

he found out afterwards it was "
tables."

Now when shall we apply the name, con-

sidering first the case of concepts ? This pro-

blem in the case of the concept of common

usage, the loose and fluid general thoughts of

daily life, does not exist for the teacher
;
the

names are already part of the mental stock-in-

trade of the pupil, the business of the teacher

can only be to assist in delimitation and defini-

tion of the widest kind. But in a system of

thought which claims to be coherent and to be

dominated by a theory in such wise that there

is no dispute as to essential and accidental

characters, there is an opportunity for good

conceptual definition. When then shall we use

these concept names, when shall we introduce

technical terms ? At the Conferences of Science

teachers held in January of this year, in con-

nection with the English Education Exhibition,

very great divergence of opinion was shown.
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The opponents of technical terms waxed merry-

over the polysyllabic floridities of Botany, and

rightly deprecated verbal description where

drawing would be more accurate and more

communicable. A rejoinder might have been

made to the effect that the word is an instrument

of comparison and transcends the standpoint of

the particular instance leading up to conceptual

thought. To which all that can be said is that

where description merely is needed, the verbal

machinery is cumbrous, and that many oppor-
tunities of conceptual thinking will come later,

or are present in other subjects. But if the

properties thus lengthily named are to become

the bases upon which higher conceptions are to

be built, then the names we must have. And
what are we to say to the contention that the

use of the word teaches the meaning of the

word, every context in which it is used further

defining it? We can hardly deny, I think, a

single proposition among those just enumerated,

and taken together they will be found to result

in propositions which were arrived at or implied

in the more strictly psychological and general
discussion.

" Where individualized connections

in time and space
"

are in question, there we
can do without the name for merely descriptive
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purposes. But if qualities are to be synthesized,

and then the results again synthesized, the

names we must have. But technically the

name of the synthesis should not be given until

the synthesis has been partially effected. There

is no need for the word "
adjective," for example,

till the actual presentment of many adjectives

at work have given rise to those notions to

which the addition of the verbal sign lends

coherence and fixation and communicability.

I said above when the synthesis had been parti-

ally effected, because I wished to guard against

any supposition as to the possibility or the

desirability of a ring-fenced concept which only

admits outsiders on condition of strict uniformity

with the specimens inside.

Sometimes the discussion as to the use of

technical terms is rather not at what stage in

the evolution of our knowledge in a subject

are new terms necessary, but shall we use

technical terms at all. Why not use the terms

of daily life, for by using enough of them, as

each one limits the others and is limited by
them, the meaning becomes clear? The

language of the "man in the street," now the

trusted counsellor of statesmen, is surely more

intelligible than professional jargon. If serious
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argument is needed here at all, it is only neces-

sary to point out that language, as is universally

admitted, being a means of fixation and

coherence within as well as communicability

without, a new conception will be greatly aided

by a new term. Nor is the name quite so

inoperative at the perceptual level, as it is just

now the fashion to make out.

Children are not to learn the names of the

letters of the alphabet, it is said, till after they
can read, even if then. They must learn the

''sounds" of the letters, their power in com-

bination. Well, if we wish to attach any
definite name to each letter shape, it cannot

be the phonic name as it is sometimes called,

for this varies with the word one is sounding.
I am inclined to think it is advisable to have

a constant name for a constant shape, even

for the purposes of bare recognition, and still

more so, for purposes of revival. I appeal to

the adult intelligence, which is apt to deprecate

the mere naming which little children indulge

in as mechanical and purely associative,

whether it has never found advantage at the

sight of some new bird or flower, to enquire

and remember the name, even though such

name were purely non-connotative. "Who's
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that?" as a new man crosses the College
Court. "That's X—Y—." "Oh, is it?"

and one sinks back satisfied. Yet one has

learnt nothing we can say in one sense, but in

another, one has learnt much, for as I have to

insist, with what I fear may be wearying

iteration, there is now a centre of reference for

the percepts and images which make up
X—Y—

,
a bond which tends to prevent him

from falling to pieces, and synthesizes his

varying appearances.
With the empty verbiage of an educational

system which has become obsolete, at least in

books of theory, I have no sympathy ;
but

revolutions are apt to be indiscriminate, and

my contentions here are intended to reduce the

strength of our confidence in imagination

(images), to lay stress on the value of language
as an instrument, and to emphasize the superior
virtues of conceptual thought.

4



V
ON FOLLOWING NATURE

There have, perhaps, never been lacking
estimable people who excuse deflections from

ethical ideals by describing them as very
natural

;
and this attitude, like other broadly

marked temperamental distinctions, has, as we
should expect, found expression in Ethical and

Educational Theory.
At the outset, to prevent misunderstanding,

I wish to express my conviction that the

notion of following nature has assisted in

freeing us from much empty verbalism, and

given us increased adaptation of curricula to

the powers of the pupil. But this happens to

be one of those vague and pleasing concepts

easily reproducible in words by students, and

what is more harmful, permits deductions by
the teacher which sanctify impulse and under-

mine continuous effort on the part of the

children. What does it mean ? We can, I
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think, briefly dismiss such interpretations as

those of the 18th century, when in the poet's

view :
—

"Wild in woods the noble savage ran."

We are not now inclined wholly to imitate the

savage, but are, we say, taking up his burdens,

and handicapping him for the industrial race.

However this may be, it can hardly be

pretended that we are following nature, when
our ideal seeks to reverse nature's steps. But

here the nature-lover may take diametrically

opposite standpoints ;
he may, with a modern

psychological school, glorify the natural state,

because of its supposed animal vigour and

licence
;
he wishes to live

"Where there ain't no ten commandments
On the road to Mandalay ;

"

Or at least like Antaeus of old, to bow down
to earth again and grow strong. With that

repulsion which an accomplished
'

real
'

always
seems to exercise on contemporary

'

ideals,' it is

easy to understand the appearance of such a

doctrine in an age like ours. Fiction and drama,

by the mouth of some of their best exponents,
have preached it, and most of us at times have

acquiesced. The contempt of us all for any
nation where marriage, for example, is an affair
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of parental decision, is both loudly expressed
and deeply felt. We have here declared

instinct to be a better guide than knowledge.
It is not at all improbable, that from a racial

standpoint it may be a better guide in sexual

attachments. But the question for us now to

address to this school of naturalists is, "How
then if you admit the superior efficacy of

impulse or instinct in so important a depart-
ment of human activity as procreation, do you
not carry out your principle in the nourishment

of the individual and in the cultivation of his

intelligence?" They might answer, "We do."

Mr. Herbert Spencer says :

" But so profound an ignorance is there of

the laws of life, that men do not even know
that their sensations are their natural

guides, and (when not rendered morbid by

long-continued disobedience) their trust-

worthy guides. So that though, to speak

teleologically, Nature has provided safe-

guards to health, lack of knowledge makes

them in a great measure useless."*

But is not this a confusion ? Either

knowledge is a guide, in which case the

sensation is only constituent of it and not

*
Education, page 13.
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decisive in itself, or, sensation is a true guide,

and our elaborately reared edifice of science is,

at the very best, unnecessary. The only

knowledge on Mr. Spencers view that is

required, is the knowledge that you do not

need it. The upshot is, of course, sensational-

ism
; though the talk about the laws of life

obscures the issue which is clear and possibly

true. But it seems a difficult doctrine for an

ethical evolutionist to hold. The other school

of Nature-lovers can logically hold the view,

common amongst primitive peoples, that " God
made man upright, but he has sought out many
inventions." We have Pestalozzi's man of

Nature, the innocent animal, endowed with

instinct, Frcebel's child nature, in its essence

good, and Rousseau's eloquent advocacy of

primitive innocence which almost persuadedVol-

taire to go down at once on all fours.* These

are all paralleled by the gushing young wife,

who at first greets every baby with the

expression,
" Dear little innocent pet," and its

cause is probably the same, for it is certainly

difficult for any of us not to proclaim the

ethical supremacy of those we are most

interested in.

*
Letter of Voltaire to Rousseau, 1775.
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But the instinctive standpoint in mental

culture is not maintained, for, as Mr. Spencer

clearly sees, it is the negation of all definite

training whatever, (Education, page 60) if

carried out rigorously. For Mr. Spencer goes
on to argue that children are but children after

all, their parents must supply the conditions of

their development, "using neither direct nor

indirect coercion" and without interfering with

their spontaneous development. The upshot
of this is simply to gratify every impulse which

arises. And above all, what a curious doctrine

for a philosopher of ethical evolution !

Let us accept the commonplaces of evolu-

tionary thought
—that variation produces new

specimens, which natural selection sustains or

suppresses in accordance with their suitability

to their environment : that there is an ascent to

man and of man
; further, that the child

reproduces and passes through the mental

stages of the savage, then of a higher type,

and so on. Now whilst I believe these views

to be of very great importance and value for

their suggestiveness to educational theory, they
need careful criticism and development. On
the evolutionary view, variation is the moving
force, the progressive element par excellence in
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nature. If this is so, and we accept the ideal

of evolutionary ethics, we must beware how we

put our children on the Procrustean bed of a

uniform educational system. It would seem

that another educational maxim, that concern-

ing harmonious development, and the cultiva-

tion of all the faculties, must give place to one

in which great regard must be had to special

capacities and new departures.
" Work at

what you can do best
"
says the latter dictum.

"Work at what you can do worst" says the

former. The old contradiction between special-

ism and humanism again arises, the peculiarity

here being that the evolutionist individualist

has to take a racial standpoint to justify a non-

individualistic one-sidedness consequent upon
the fostering of variations. Hitherto we have

assumed that all variations are worth fostering ;

that taste and impulse, though and because

they are out of the ordinary run of things,

should be gratified. We must proceed, we are

told, without at all interfering with spontaneous

development. But does the evolutionary con-

cept justify this attitude ? Are all the new

world-syntheses which may be made the

product of genius ? Is not one type of variant

conception known as madness ? And does
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genius always justify its nurture either in

personal gain or racial benefit ? And even on

the most cordial admission of the theory of the

union of aristocracy and evolution, and accept-

ing the great man theory of history with the

whole-heartedness of Carlyle, is it wise to have

the genius too far away from those who are to

learn from him ?

And beyond all these difficult questions lies

the fact of atavism. Atavistic features are

variations also, but variations backwards. Are
we to train these too without at all interfering

with the spontaneity of their development ?

And how does the environmental concept

help us ? Note that the environment is static

and it is we who become adjusted. The
human race varies in the person of some of its

members, and the adjustment is of " inner to

outer relations." Axioms, ultimate premisses,

what are these but the result of a long atomic

bombardment which has at last succeeded in

getting a somewhat obstinate neural substance

to throb in harmony with the molecular

vibrations of the external world ? So that the

variant specimens, at least, the worthy ones,

are those who exhibit the greatest passivity to

the onslaughts of natural forces. The Lockeian
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tabula rasa, hopelessly discredited and super-

seded by evolution, has yet in this same

evolution only an elder brother, for whereas the

logical outcome of the one is the belief in the

mental equality of all individuals, all differences

being due to education, the latter view too

attributes all agency to the environment, though
the point would be pressed that to be effective,

the environment must catch the individual

young, in fact some generations before birth.

And, in passing, I should like to express my
opinion that this represents an enormous

advance, and has some very valuable conse-

quences. It may somewhat diminish the

enthusiasm and damp the efforts of those who
believed that a generation of Elementary
Schools would qualify the whole population for

University honours
;
but how strong a weapon

is it in the hands of those sincere students of,

and workers in our social life and thought, who

patiently achieve much because they know how
little can be done.

If some emphasis is thus allowed to be

subtracted from the side of the nurture of the

individual and added to the side of his nature,

and to this result the whole of modern bio-

logical science is tending, then the essential
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condition of a good system of national education

is that it shall be suitably graded. Classifica-

tion both in classes and schools must be made

by ability and proficiency. It is sheer national

waste to allow either the capable child to linger

too long in the school of the lowest grade, or

to present to inferior children intellectual
"
pabulum

"
of a kind which they cannot digest.

Moreover, it need hardly be said that the

curricula for the varying grades of schools will,

if this evolutionary conception of different rates

of progress with different final attainments be

true, be distinctly different. What must be

aimed at in each case is a syllabus which may
arrive at some fruit-bearing stages : the ele-

mentary school must not be regarded as a place
in which the mere alphabets, accidence, and

vocables are taught for the higher school to

rationalize, more especially when the enormous

majority of its children will never see the higher
school at all.

Thoroughly accurate, problematic and diffi-

cult Arithmetic, severe logical work on the

making and breaking of English sentences

should not be supplanted, as they so often are,

by the manipulation of letters known as Ele-

mentary Algebra, nor by the memorizing of a
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few nouns and verbs which passes for the

teaching of a foreign language in a primary
school.

A further support to the necessity for careful

grading comes to us in the shape of Weissman-

ism. When the evolutionary concept embraced

the notion of use-inheritance, when it was

thought that one generation of instructed

children would become parents of children to

whom instruction would be easier and proceed

farther, there might have been some justification,

though a slight one, for a continuous addition

to the curriculum all round. But if Weissman-

ism is true, if acquired characters are not

inherited, and this seems the dominant view to-

day, then the basis of hope for unlimited

advance in that way is gone. But we may
hope for advance by selecting and grading,

truly following Nature by recognising the

limitations she has imposed.

Rigorous enquiry, however, can hardly rest

in such a negativist conception of evolution.

Is the line of life the only evolving one ? Is

not inanimate matter evolving too ? And if so,

how will the relations impressed upon the life

series tend to continuous adjustment of " inner

to outer relations
"

if the outer ones are not
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mere uniformities, but have so to speak, a proper

motion, an ascending complexity of their own ?

One could of course postulate a pre-established

harmony, but such a metaphysical device would

be scorned, and our business is, at present, with

evolutionary naturalism. The influence of the

static environment theory upon educational

theory is obvious. You must expose yourself

to the uninterrupted bombardment of the atoms

and so get the uniformities well worked in.

You will not learn about persons in history, nor

concern yourselves with their loves and quarrels.

They are not " outer relations," but blood

relations, and therefore of less importance to

you. Literature you may have in your leisure

moments, but you will not appreciate it aestheti-

cally unless you know the science underlying it.

The introduction of the aesthetic feeling is a

little loose, for emotion after all more fitly

attaches to the unknowable, as we are else-

where reminded
;
but otherwise the doctrine

is coherent and intelligible if we grant the

premisses, which it is not now my intention to

dispute.

I rather proceed to the next proposition.
—

The child passes through the stages of de-

velopment which the race passed through.
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Individual development is a replica in minia-

ture of the progress of humanity.
Now as an hypothesis to direct enquiry into

fruitful channels, to synthesize our child -study

and biology, and give a clue to lines of

educational advance, I accept this proposition

gladly ;
but it may not be amiss to enquire as

to its limitations. The position comes to this,

Tom, Dick, and Harry are all on the same

road, they pass the same turnpikes ; they start

together, but they travel at different rates.

Harry becomes a synthetic philosopher, Dick

gets as far as crossing-sweeping, whilst Tom
lags behind as a Member of Parliament. But

one tremendous assumption underlies all

educational argument from this position, viz :
—

not only has this path been followed by Tom
and the rest, but everybody has got to be

encouraged by the provision of relays, of

''pabulum
"
to travel along the same road, and

possibly at the same rate; the Frcebellian concep-
tion of definite stages and the Herbertian culture

epochs seeming also to favour the uniformity-

of-rate notion. The question at once arises,

What becomes of the variants, the salt of the

evolutionary earth ? They must surely, at

least go faster, even if they pass along every
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bit of the same road. But, I ask, do they need

to go over every step of the road? Are we

quite sure that our ancestors, animal and other-

wise, never loitered by the way and took the

wrong turnings ? This question is really the

crux of the whole position, and it is just here

that I wish to call attention to the work of

Professor James,
'

Psychology, \ pages 398-402,

Vol. II., in passages much too long to quote.

The upshot is broadly expressed thus, and as I

delight in Professor James' illustrations but

dissent from his conclusions, I will give the

latter in his own words, but I ask that those

who honour me by reading these pages will also

read the pages above indicated in James.
" The law of transitoriness. Many instincts

ripen at a certain age and then fade away.
A consequence of this law is that if,

during the time of such an instinct's

vivacity, objects adequate to arouse it are

met with, a habit of acting on them is

formed, which remains when the original

instinct has passed away ;
but that, if no

such objects are met with, then no habit

will be formed
; and, later on in life, when

the animal meets the objects, he will

altogether fail to react."
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Then follows the story of the tame squirrel

who used to bury nuts in the air. But James

proceeds to the effect that the squirrel would

not have kept that up long, and that if it had

been set free, it would never subsequently
have acquired this habit.

With the objection that I should regard the

instinct as operative whilst the habit lasted, (I

use the word instinct in a less impulsive and

more continuous sense than Professor James) I

entirely agree. Some such conception of

instinct I had long ago guessed at from

watching the play of the animal whom Eden

Phillpotts calls "the human boy."

Now for Professor James' pedagogical con-

clusion.—Detect the moment of instinctive

readiness for the subject and gratify the taste,

get it made into a habit and you are safe.

But I ask, shall we gratify all instinctive

readinesses, and get them all fixed into habits ?

Shall the tame squirrels always go on

burying nuts in the air ?

Shall we endeavour to ensure a habit of

crawling so that our babies may at last walk

upright ?

May not the crawling hinder the walking ?

Moreover, you do not, Professor James says,
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fix the habit after all, for the "
saturation point

is soon reached," and the functioning dies down
unless connected "with some urgent personal
need."

So that the ultimate conclusion pedagogically
is this :

—We are to fix habits, and every habit

for which at successive stages there seems

instinctive impulse ;
and we need not trouble

about their fixity, for though we try to fix

them, we shall not succeed, seeing that they
will die down if not connected with "some

urgent personal need."

But have we never heard of evolution by

atrophy ? And on a basis of evolutionary

naturalism, whose ethical precept is to force

the pace of evolutionary change, what right

have we to postpone the day when we shall

"work out the beast, and let the ape and tiger

die."

Why should the organ, passing downwards

to a rudimentary stage and so to disappearance,

be maintained in being by its functions being
insisted on through the presentation of suitable

"pabulum"? More especially when, on the

view given, it will become rudimentary after

all, "unless connected with some urgent

personal need."
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Should we not rather train by refusing the

"pabulum," which nourishes and sustains in

our children the types of thought and action

the race is outgrowing ?

And this contention seems to me to be

irrefragable from the standpoint of the ethical

evolutionist, whose function is to deify pro-

gress.

It may be answered, however,
" The

evolutionist does desire progress, but believes

you can truly progress only by taking in-

dividually every step over the racial track."

I retort that this is a contention which

requires proof, and I know of none which is

offered.

Obviously one cannot do the journey in the

time, and some bye-paths it might be well to

close up altogether.

It might be of assistance to consider further

what the "saturation" theory would imply, if

applied to life as a whole.

Our skins it would seem must be well filled,

before we get better skins to fill, and higher
desires can only emerge from satiation of the

others. A long course of pushpin inclines the

soul to poetry.

The Brahmans teach that, by severe

5
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penances and torture of the body, a man may
acquire perfect wisdom

;
and the Buddhists,

that desire is the cause of human misery. Is

the truth wholly alien from the East? Let

any man look round among the families of his

friends and note the wrecks produced by the

gratification of each instinct as it arises. Not

the blase
1

relinquishment of lower pleasures

because one is tired of them, but the

suppression of them, if and because they
conflict with the ideal, this seems to me the

line of individual advance, and, I think, the

line of racial advance also.

There is a theory upon which, no doubt, the

cultivation of every instinct into habit up to

saturation point might be admissible
;
but that

it would be an anti-progressive one, it needs

no argument to show, and it could not claim to

yield an educational maxim which would take

into account the rapid changes in life and labour

connected with "
urgent personal need. More-

over, though habits do not continue indefinitely,

and no doubt, as Professor James says,
" the

squirrel will not go on burying his nuts in the

air," do they always give place when no longer

needed ? Is not the tragedy of life in many cases

a sort of barrel-organism which refuses to play
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new tunes ? Does not M the younger generation

knocking at the doors
" make us loathe the

rigidity of our habitual reactions ?

But passing to yet another but closely

connected question, Does the evolutionist

really mean that one is to be taught as the race

was taught ? Are children to be governed as

savages were governed ? Is the teacher to be

prophet, priest, king, and executioner? There

is much to be said for this view from the

experiential standpoint.

But strangely enough, this is not the method

we are instructed to adopt ;
we are to stand

aside and let the discipline of natural conse-

quences take its place. And, moreover, even

though the race did not learn in that way, and

shows no inclination to learn that way, we

ought, we are told, to teach the young about

being fathers and mothers before they desire

to become such, and give them, not the

miserable facts of personal and biographical

history and accounts of battles, but sociological

instruction of a generalised character, so that

they may become worthy citizens. The failure

of this in the Evening Schools of the London

Board needs attention in this connection.

Imagine the horror with which the same school
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of thinkers would receive the suggestion to

start in a natural science with general proposi-
tions rather than the individual facts. It may
be answered " You can teach the industrial

facts." I reply,
" You can, but on your theory

you should not, for the boys do not want to know

them,—remember that the industrial develop-
ment of the race was late." And after all, is

your general method of teaching on inductive

lines, which I, at least, admit to be sound and

plead for, a repetition of the process of race

instruction ?

A few lines from Major Thruston's book on

African incidents, 1900, may make my meaning
clear.

" The flattery which Bedawin sheiks tried to

practise upon him inspires a reflection to

the effect that the saying of agreeable

things is sure to please us, and that after

constant repetition we begin to believe

them as we would any other lie. Hence
he draws the inference that affirmation

and repetition are as strong as demonstra-

tion to the average mind, whence could

probably be traced the success of

demagogues, quack doctors, and dogmatic

theologians."
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In the order of Nature, affirmation and

dogma precede an orderly synthesis from a

perceptual basis, so it seems evident that one

must interpret racial education to mean, not so

much general culture stages, as here and there

the insight of an acute mind which saw truth

and saw how to inculcate it, if such a

conception is to be at all useful to us. It may
be that the development of the subject may
help us more than the development of the race,

though even that will be far from infallible.

For how did the race develop psychically ?

Did it feel its way, as Spencer says, or think

its way, as Comte believes. Which has

priority in the new, thought or feeling ? If I

wish to replace the barbaric ideals of the child,

shall I appeal to his reason or his emotions.

To say,
" To both

"
is a practical solution, but

the point I am now pressing is that a racial-

development ideal of education, without a clear

understanding on vital points like the above,

may do much practical harm, and it was partly
in the hope that these lines might check the

glib-repetition of half-considered phrases that

this essay was written. If I am asked for my
own practical conclusions, I say, "By all means

study racial development, biological, and
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sociological ;
it may be suggestive as to the

psychology of the individual. But this latter is

not, however, the final test of what shall be

aimed at. Ethics, Logic, and the thousand

ideal influences and economic pressures which

make every generation itself and no other,

these will determine curricula, certainly in aim,

partially in scope ;
whilst psychology shall

show the best lines for the attachment of the

new to the old, shall show how, along the lines

of least resistance, the new shall be called in to

redress the balance of the old.



VI.

ON THE METHOD OF STUDYING NATURE

Nearly three hundred years ago Lord Bacon

proposed a method for the investigation of

Nature, which was to result in a hierarchic

system of truth, passing from individual facts

through axiomata media to the highest

principles. A further advantage of the method

proposed was that it required no special ability,

no insight, no flash of divining light to detect

connections between the apparently disunited,

to find the uniformities in what John Stuart

Mill called "one chaos followed by another

chaos." It would perhaps be hardly worth

while to criticise such a theory of science con-

struction, were it not that its influences are still

operative in much of our educational theory.

There is, underlying some of the so-called

"Object teaching" of to-day, the conception of

what I might call the independence and

supremacy of the individual instance. And this

is supported by a rigid logical distinction
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between "essential" and " accidental" qualities.

If we have only to open our eyes and look,

if the essential qualities of objects are ear-

marked as such, then indeed is science a

simple matter of classification, and Baconianism

is possible. The contrary may be, however,

easily maintained, both on psychological

grounds and from the history of science. The

psychologist, with wearisome iteration, must

repeat. Neither the non-purposive, emotionally

neutral, and purely passive recipience of sensa-

tion with an equally non-purposive sufferance

of the associative process insisted on by some

of the English school, nor the representation of

the mind as neutral ground on which, as with

Herbert, apperceptive masses fight it out, are

true accounts of mental process.

From the history of Science we have only to

say with Professor Jevons, that the discoverer

has not proceeded in this way. And what are
"
essential

"

qualities, and what is meant by a

scheme of classification ? Do we never hear

of new classifications? Have not the old

linear classifications largely given place to those

of depth ? Not so much is the question put

now-a-days
—" In what way does A resemble

B," but,
" How does A differ from A1 and from
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A2 which preceded it in the developmental line?"

This is all commonplace, but the logical con-

clusion is not drawn. "
Essential,"

"
Accidental,"

these are words having no meaning apart from

their relation to a theory ;
classifications have a

purpose ;
most official compilers of statistics

would, on pressure, regretfully admit it.
" We

can prove anything from statistics," it is said
;

and without wholly agreeing, we see how
common sense has seized that aspect of the

matter which I am now considering.

Still we are not in sight of practical direction,

for we might very well be told that all our

above contentions are granted. Even Bacon,

in words that do not usually find quotation

space, admits the value of hypothesis in scientific

instruction, and nullifies the general directions

of his method.
" The true kind of experience is not the mere

groping of a man in the dark, who feels at

random to find his way, instead of waiting
for the dawn or striking a light ....
It begins with an ordered—not chaotic—
knowledge of facts, deduces axioms from

these, and from the axioms again designs
new experiments."*

* Novum Organon, Aphorism 82.
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We cannot forget, however, that the Baconian

procedure was to level all intelligences in so far

as the advance of science was concerned. This

we may well deny, but still we may be prepared
to admit that for ordinary instruction in science,

it may be well to have classifications directed

by the prevailing theories of the time, though,
of course, the pupil shall proceed, as far as pos-

sible, in the Baconian manner.

And here I should like to introduce a few

sentences from a recent work, not because they
are directed purposely to this point, but rather

incidentally ;
the naive unconsciousness that

anything is wrong in the method of instruction

employed, being full of interest.

" Let us suppose that a youth has learned by
heart the characters which respectively

distinguish the four classes of back-boned

animals—beasts, birds, reptiles, and fishes

—but that he has seen and knows very
little about specimens of different kinds.

It would be by no means wonderful if such

a youth should consider a porpoise to be a

kind of fish. But his teacher might remind

him that all creatures possessing certain

characters of brain and heart were beasts.

He might thus come to see that the por-
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poise which he took to be a fish must,

since it has those characters, really be a

beast.

Referring again to the character of this

class of beasts, he might further exclaim,
' This fish-like thing, when alive, must, as

being really a beast, have had warm blood.'

His conclusion would have been a perfectly

correct one, and in this way his inferences

would really have supplied him with know-

ledge which he certainly did not possess
before."

*

" How very antiquated
"

may be said. But

let us beware lest we rejoice over changes
which have not occurred.

After a visit to the English Education

Exhibition at the Imperial Institute last

January, following a Conference on Science

teaching at which Professor Miall had delivered

a most instructive address on the new methods
in Botany. I lunched at an adjacent restaurant.

The room was full of South Kensington Science

students, hastily devouring their food and
their

' notes
'

with the strongest probabilities of

indigestion, physical and mental.

*"The Groundwork of Science," by St. George Mivart, M.D.,
V

Ph.D., F.R.S. Page 252.
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Nor is it very many years ago since the only

method open to me of studying much of the

Chemistry which I was required to know was to

set down Roscoe or some other text-book be-

fore me, and commit to memory formulae, equa-

tions, boiling points, melting points and modes of

production on the large and small scale.

May I request you to note what happened to

Dr. Mivarts boy.

He thought the porpoise was a fish.
" He

ought to have known better, he had learnt

what a fish was," I hear the voice of ancient

pedagogy exclaim. But Dr. Mivart wishes

to excuse the boy. "It would be by no means

wonderful," he says, "if such a boy should

consider a porpoise to be a kind of fish. He
has seen and knows very little about specimens
of different kinds." And who shall say that

to-day, notwithstanding the lip-homage which

on all sides is shown to the patient experimental

study of Nature, that for the bulk of our

examinations we do not still learn by heart,

like Dr. Mivarts boy, the definitions of our

birds, our beasts, and our fishes. It would

be intensely ridiculous, were not the con-

sequences so serious, to read that the boy

might come to know that the porpoise must
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really be a beast because he had learnt a form

of words which said so. I have, I believe,

given due credit to language as an instrument

of education, but I cannot quite follow the

Nominalism of this passage.

What then is the practical upshot ? Surely,

that the specimens, of which the Mivartian boy
saw a few for purposes of illustration, should

have been presented to him before the defini-

tions of his birds, beasts and fishes.

So far, there will, I think, be no disagree-

ment among competent thinkers. But now a

difficult philosophical question arises, which, I

think, practice enables us to solve.

It is claimed that thus to put the student

face to face with nature, to feel with his hands,

to see with his eyes, and to hear with his ears,

sets him free from bias
;

he sees the world

through no other man's glasses, his results

must be true.
"
See," we are told, ''how the

great band of experimental workers corroborate

each other." And why this consensus about

Nature? The answer would run, "Because

man stands as a spectator, not interfering with

her, only modestly interpreting her charms."

In the first place, the solid singleness of

science is perhaps an aspiration, it certainly
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never was a fact
;

nor can we even say that

absorption of the old in the new always occurs,

definite rejection and reconstruction being

quite as common.

Professor Sidgwick says:
" And the fact of error is still more promi-

nently brought before our minds when we
turn from the present to the past, and

retrace the history of the now established

sciences, since we find that in almost all

cases human knowledge has progressed
not merely by adding newly ascertained

facts to facts previously ascertained, but

also, to an important extent by questioning
and correcting or discarding beliefs—often

whole systems of connected beliefs—pre-

viously held on insufficient grounds. In

this way, convinced by Copernicus, the

human mind dropped the Ptolemaic

astronomy and reconstructed its view of

the planetary and celestial motions on the

heliocentric hypothesis ;
convinced by

Galileo, it discarded the fundamental

errors of Aristotle's view of matter
;
con-

vinced by Lavoisier, it rectified its concep-
tion of chemical elements and relegated
the remarkable substance '

phlogiston
'—
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that had enjoyed an imaginary existence for

something like a century
—to the limbo of

recognized non-entities
;
convinced by Dar-

win, it abandoned its fundamental notion of

the fixity of organic species, and accepted a

revolution in morphological method."*

Moreover, a brief examination of central

physical concepts of to-day shows discord and

controversy, as well as in the outlying tracts

where fights for possession are still going on.

Now I, for one, have no desire to be a sinister

element in the commonwealth of knowledge, as

Mr. L. T. Hobhouse phrases it. I do not admit

Mr. W. H. Mallock's recent ingenious conten-

tion in favour of the Roman Church—that a con-

sensus of opinion must, to be real, have a definite

mode and organ of authoritative expression.

But I press the fallibility of natural science

because its exponents, not satisfied with claiming
for themselves the respect due to honest workers

in every field, have presumed to legislate for

the whole realm of knowledge. The attitude I

refer to is illustrated by the following extract

from Professor Huxley's
"
Lay Sermons and

Addresses."
11 Wahrheit und Dichtung"—Truth and

*"Mind? Jan., 1900.
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Fiction. The proportion of the two

constituents changes indefinitely ;
and

the quality of the fiction varies through
the whole gamut of unveracity. But
*

Dichtung
'

is always here. For the

most acute and learned of historians

cannot remedy the imperfections of his

sources of information, nor can the most

impartial wholly escape the influence of

the 'personal equation,' generated by
his temperament and by his education.

Therefore, from the narratives of

Herodotus to those set forth in

yesterday's
'

Times,' all history is to

be read subject to the warning that

fiction has its share therein. The modern

vast development of fugitive literature

cannot be the unmitigated evil that

some do vainly say it is, since it has

put an end to the popular delusion of

less press-ridden times, that what appears
in print must be true. We should rather

hope that some beneficent influence may
create among the erudite a like healthy

suspicion of manuscripts and inscriptions,

however ancient
;

for a bulletin may lie,

even though it may be written in
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cuneiform characters. Hotspur's starling,

that was to be taught to speak nothing
but ' Mortimer

'

into the ear of King

Henry the Fourth, might be a useful

inmate of every historian's library, if

1 Fiction
'

were substituted for the name
of Harry Percy's friend."

Now it is not my intention to question any
statement of Professor Huxley's in this passage.

In so far as my historical knowledge goes, I

see full cause for the warning herein contained.

But this warning is delivered by a scientist

with a view to producing a mistrust of history ;

and might be reproduced, with a few verbal

changes by a Professor of History who thought
science shaky.

"The most acute and learned scientist

cannot remedy the imperfection of his

instruments nor escape the 'personal

equation.'
"

"The modern development of scientific

research cannot be the unmitigated evil that

some say it is, since it has put an end to the

popular delusion that all experimental results

must be true."

"A theory may be untrue, though it may be

abundantly corroborated by experiment."
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In such wise might the Professor of the

Humanities retort upon the Natural Scientist.

This cross-trumping does, I think, bring us

in sight of the game. If the best we can hope
for in natural or historical science is the gradual

superposition of new conceptions and new
classifications upon the old, with new con-

clusions for our guidance, in what way will this

affect our teaching ?

And further. Can we hope to get originality

which shall be valuable without a preliminary

passage through the already known ?

These two questions lie at the root of two

serious practical considerations of to-day, viz:—
i—The relation of the specialist to ordinary

school work.

2—The teaching of the method of science

rather than its facts, a conception beginning
to be called the '

heuristic
'

method.

Now the specialist of a dominant school of

culture has invariably a tendency to spread
himself abroad over the whole field. We are

quite accustomed to hear the specialist lay

down arguments for the enlargement of the

scope of his subject, but in doing so he usually

forgets that it is not enough to give positive

reasons for the extension of his subject, he
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should show the superiority of that extension

over the work which will be crowded out. The
relative value of knowledges, as Mr. Spencer

says, is the test. I should not therefore give
the specialist as such, either as teacher or

inspector, any control which might cause

detraction from other studies. The Education

Department has recognized this principle in

placing, for example, the Drawing Inspectors
under the control of Her Majesty's Inspector
for the district.

The next consideration which arises is, How
far within his subject is the specialist the best

teacher of that subject ?

Where knowledge, as in a University Chair,

is all important, there is no choice, nor need

there be
;
for a man saturated with his subject,

himself a growing point, is the best stimulus

which can be applied to the eager youth with a

love of study. Granted that, now and again,
a Professor, like Dr. Todhunter in his

Mathematical Works, says "it is obvious,"

when you need to intercalate a few pages of

hard reasoning; but a University is not a

school, neither Primary nor Secondary. For

these latter, I am afraid, the same standpoint can

hardly be taken. The Specialist is singularly
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prone to ignore the difficulties which his subject

presents to others. If the Specialist is a trained

teacher, little harm may be done, but he should

at least have so much of the ordinary work

under his control as to keep touch with it.

Subjects are not quite the disconnected islands

of knowledge in an archipelago of ignorance
which they are sometimes supposed to be.

A more difficult question, however, arises

here. If, as we have seen reason to believe,

science is a series of theories and classifications

which grow, flourish and die, are we to take our

pupils through each vanished classification,

each exploded conception ? Or shall we insist

that the final view of things shall govern our

teaching ? Shall we, for example, call mass the

quantity of matter in a body, or define it like

Professor Karl Pearson ? Shall we say as a

good text-book on science for schools says,
" Matter is every substance that' exists," or

regard it as made up of "vortex-rings in a con-

tinuum ?
"

These are very practical questions,

being of exactly the same character as the

discussion whether the boy should or should

not call the porpoise a fish.

There is another specialist to be guarded

against in primary and secondary education,—
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the specialist of the microscopic. A farmer in

Norfolk once poured out to me the vials of his

wrath and his contempt for a local map because

it did not show the "
drift

"

running through his

farm. The microscopic specialist, when speak-

ing of the education actually given in our

schools, always reminds me of that farmer.

But the first question, a very serious one,

remains unanswered. The first hasty answer

would be, that such conceptions as those alluded

to should not be taught at all, certainly not in

early stages ;
what we want the children to do

is to discover for themselves a few of the simple
uniformities of nature, and get into a habit of

investigation ; they must look out on Nature

and without bias learn her laws.

With this view I am, on the whole in

sympathy, though it overlooks the fact, which

is of importance both philosophically and

practically,
—that merely to present specimens

is of itself an interference with that individual

investigation of truth which the philosophy of

the scheme demands.

And not only must specimens be presented,

but attention must be directed to certain aspects

of them, and, as I have elsewhere insisted, a

question often holds a theory in solution. And
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further, we do not present nature in the rough.
Even the Frcebellian trims it up into regular
forms and shapely gifts. I do not personally

complain of this, though I fear that to-day

systematic presentment of any subject affects

many educationists like the "musical scales" in

George Gissing's
"
Thyrza," and gives them the

headache.

It would seem that after all we can only

hope to bring up our young scientists into

a social heritage of science construction
;
to talk

of " research
"

in any valuable sense to those

who know not the work already done is vain.

Now, shall we present the specimens so as

to take the child step by step through the

development of the subject historically ? I

think not
;
the history should be suggestive to

the teacher, but an ascending complexity
rather than a purely historical view should

dominate the pupil's work. Professor Perkins,

in his " Introduction to the Study of Chemistry,"
takes the investigation of chalk, and rightly, I

think, out of its chronological order. And
which side of Nature study shall we emphasize ?

If the contentions advanced throughout these

essays are admitted, we must say with the

Preface to Mr. Howitt's scheme of Science
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Teaching exhibited in this year's Education

Exhibition,
" Facts are to be regarded as of

less value than the intellectual training." We
have, however, seen reason to believe that a
" heuristic

"
method, in the sense that each

pupil shall really be a discoverer, is absurd.

Yet I am convinced that this method is the

best we have. This seeming paradox needs

explanation. I do not agree with Professor

Armstrong, to whom so much credit is due in

connection with this movement, in introducing
the study of natural laws by fairy tales em-

bodying them,—that sort of fairy tale was

written after the science it embodies
;
but we

can, I think, direct the pupil's attention to the

common (I emphasize common) incidents of

life, and get suggestions for some bonds of

connection, which we can by-and-by investigate

quantitatively. If the racial-education concept
is good for anything, it would not seem to

exact quantitative work from the first, nor does

the psychology of the individual suggest it.

One more vital question, one which to-day
is very hotly debated. Is elementary biology
or elementary physics the best for young
pupils ? In my own case I was convinced by
a perusal of Professor Miall's two books on
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Science for Schools, one on Physics and the

other on Biology. The Professor is a strong
advocate of what we call the 'heuristic'

method. And this method was carried out in

the case of the book on Physics, but not in the

Biology, which is more purely descriptive than

the average object-lesson book, the difference

in treatment being, in my opinion, wholly due

to the subject-matter. The early stages of

physical science permit of calculations, quanti-

tative experiments, problems and reasonings
which do not seem readily, if at all, applicable

to the natural history sciences
; and, if we

emphasize the disciplinary side of science, it

would seem that we must decide in favour of

the physical course. But the disciplinary side

is not the only aspect of the case, and urgent

personal or industrial need might well over-

ride it. Nor is sex quite irrelevant
;

the

aptitude for the more synthetic is marked in

males, whilst the female possesses the greater

power in retaining more isolated facts, especially

if any aesthetic charm attaches to the specimens.
It is not merely by accident nor ignorance that

Girls' Schools eschew Physics and attempt

Botany, and I for one, should regret to see all

the Elementary Science of our common schools
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become physical. But physical or biological,

every believer in science teaching should, I

think, maintain the following :
—

i. The absorption of verbal description is

not science.

ii. The observation of a superior person,

manipulating difficult apparatus on a platform,

is not science, for the understanding of that

apparatus is a scientific education in itself.

iii. The hasty jumping to conclusions which

no logic warrants, for example, that concerning
the Indestructibility of Matter in the South

Kensington Syllabus for Schools, is not science.

iv. Science is the experimental study of

Nature, controlled by ideas, and demanding

logical coherence at every step of its advance.

Shall we say our pupils are wrong when

they argue correctly from the facts at their

command ? I think not. Shall we say they

are wrong when, because of a wrong concep-

tion, they wrongly class an individual instance ?

I think not. We shall put them in the way of

enlarging their basis of fact, and of seeing that

their conceptions, either do not consist with

other conceptions which they hold, or exclude

cases which are to be taken in. And this view

of progress in knowledge, I regard as justified
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by the conception of race-development, of

individual development psychologically, and by

practical results, not forgetting also ethical

satisfaction.
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Extracts from a Speech by Mr. Graham
Wallas, Chairman of the School
Management Committee of the
London School Board, in Proposing
the Adoption of the Yearly Report
on October 27TH, 1898.

It is, however, not with the number of children

taking these subjects as a whole, but with the choice

of subjects that I wish on this occasion to deal. The
most cursory inspection of the diagrams show how

rapidly in our schools Science and Elementary
Technical Instruction are gaining upon Language,
Grammar, History, and the whole range of subjects
which used to be called the humanities. The Board

Inspectors in their report go so far as to say that
" Grammar

[i.e. English] as a class subject is rapidly

disappearing from the schools, its place being taken

by Elementary Science," and to the 70,000 present-
ations in Elementary Science must now be added

75,000 presentations in the new class subject of

"object lessons" which leads up to it. In specific

subjects, out of 53,000 presentations last year, only
4,800 in French can possibly be reckoned as belong-
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ing to the humanities, and French in our schools

rarely goes beyond the Accidence. To all this must

be added the fact that the Centre teaching under

special Instructors, in Manual Training for boys, and

Domestic Occupations for girls, which has become
so marked a feature of our education, must be counted

with science and technology as against the humanities.

The whole trend of education in our Infant Schools

has followed the same direction, and "
Kindergarten

"

teaching consists very largely of a training in the

careful observation of natural objects.

This marked tendency towards the displacement
of literary by scientific studies in our Schools during
the last ten years is not, so far as I am aware, the

result of any deliberate decision of the Board during
that time, although some of it may be due to the

action of the Special Committee on Subjects and

Modes of Instruction in 1888. On asking for an

explanation, I have sometimes been told that the

disappearance of Grammar is due to the accident that

the standard of examination set by H. M. Inspectors,

in that subject, has been somewhat disproportionately

high. Other accidents of our educational machinery
have had their share, such as the fact that the

Department of Science and Art is the only central

body, and the Technical Committees administering
the "

Whisky Money
"
are the only local bodies that

can subsidise Day Secondary education, or provide

Scholarships to be competed for by children from

Elementary Schools. Our form 40, with its marked

indication that, up till a few months ago, the South
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Kensington Sciences were the only qualifications out-

side the Certificate which the Board expected to find

in its teachers, may have had its share. But beyond
all these details and accidents has been the great and

ably-organised movement in England for scientific, as

compared with "
bookish," education, and the constant

pressure of our material interests as a manufacturing
and trading nation.

I do not wish to assume lightly that this tendency
has been either bad in itself or excessive. The
Grammar and History which used to represent the

humanities in elementary education were dreary

enough both in scope and in treatment. Most

children still leave school before the most important

period of brain development has even begun, and

there seems to be evidence that the child of 1 1 or 12

will often take a genuine interest in science which he

is incapable of taking in any form of the humanities

as now taught. Some few minds can in later life

themselves so read their own direct observation of

nature as to learn from it that which most of us can

only learn from the interpretation of great men. But

yet I would not have the Board accept this tendency
as entirely good without deep consideration. All the

material arguments are with it, but life is many-sided,
and no one in this room wishes to think of the

education in our schools as a preparation only for the

workshop or the kitchen, or even for the laboratory

or the school of design. Nor do any of us desire that

our education should be judged simply by its result

in the case of those who follow quietly the pursuits
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of their fathers. Those who have read, as I have had

to read, the lives of men sprung from the working
classes, who have raised themselves to a position

where they can influence the life and thought of their

time must have observed that (with the exception of

a few inventors) it has been through the reading of

books, and mainly of those great books which we
call literature, that they have won a share of the

intellectual inheritance of their race. It may be still

more significant that, so far as I have read, no girl of

the working class in England has ever raised herself

to a position of intellectual eminence—sufficient care

having always been taken that the education of the

girls of the working classes should not be "
bookish."

Books enable a thoughtful and eager lad, who has

learnt the use of them, to follow his own education

by their means almost as well at home as at school.

A book is an easier thing to carry about than a

balance or a set of test tubes. Nor is the clever boy
who is brought within the influence of great books

dependent upon the accident of being taught by an

equally clever master. Indeed, however teacher or

taught may be, a great book is greater than either of

them, and they can approach it with equal humility.

Above all, the literature of the world presents to a

child a variety of types of human character and

human thought which, when realised, may give him

motives for effort more effective than the most

ingeniously contrived means by which effort may be

made fruitful.

Do not let us suppose the exclusion of the
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humanities from popular education so necessary and

unavoidable that it would be useless to struggle

against it. We have only to think of the example of

Scotland. There, popular education was founded by

John Knox in the impetus of that new birth of

learning which in England produced nothing but a

scanty crop of exclusive grammar schools. Popular
education in Scotland never had to struggle against

the social prejudice which made the governing classes

in England feel it right and natural that culture

should be confined to themselves and their children.

It never had to struggle against the religious

jealousies, which again and again have made progress
in England impossible. And what is the con-

sequence? The ideal of our cleverest boys and

girls is in London almost always success in dealing
with the material world—success as craftsmen or

traders. The few who enter our own service as

teachers are almost the only exceptions. But the

labourer's son in a Scotch village, saturated from his

earliest childhood with the history and literature of

his country, can dream of becoming a minister, who,

though poor in the world's goods, may take a worthy
share in a still active growth of religious thought—a

philosopher, who, through intellectual toil, may help
to relieve his fellow men from bewilderment and
doubt—a poet, who may live as Burns lives now in

the life of every Scottish home. And yet the Scotch

are not less successful here in money-making from

the fact that they have been brought up within reach

of an ideal life not wholly utilitarian.
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In what I have said I have made no attempt to

bring any immediate practical proposals before the

Board. Once a year one is allowed to be academic

and unpractical. But if I must turn my generalities

into particulars, I would say that I look forward to

the time when in our Infant schools children will

learn not only the forms and growth of flowers and

animals, but stories that illustrate, however simply,

the working of the human heart, when in the middle

standards History and the English language will be

so taught as to appeal to something better than mere

memory, and when those older boys and girls, who
find that their intelligence responds to the stimulus

of literature rather than of science, will find some-

thing in our Day Schools as, through Mr. Headlam's

efforts, they are beginning to find something in our

Evening Schools, which they can make their own.

It has been said that " the proper study of mankind

is man." To us in London now the words may seem

a paradox, but at least we can humbly claim that

man and man's thoughts shall not be entirely excluded

from the early education of five-sixths of our fellow

citizens.
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This Memorandum was written in answer to one

from Mr. King, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector,

suggesting the inadvisability of introducing Card-

Cutting and Modelling in all Schools of the London
Board.

Scbool SBoarfc for XonOon.

Victoria Embankment W.C.,

27th March, 1900.

MEMORANDUM ON VARIED OCCUPATIONS IN
SENIOR DEPARTMENTS.

I am in general agreement with Mr. King as to the

advisability of not shortening the time given to

Mental Training, using this term in Mr. King's sense.

I am therefore glad that the so-called "Suitable

Occupations
"
have been, and still are, decreasing in

the Board's Schools. But Card-cutting, if it follows

Plane Geometry, so that each pupil is able to con-

struct the cubes, prisms, &c, which in the next stage
he will be required to represent by plans and eleva-

tions, is not only not unsuitable but so essential that

the best teachers have found this construction on the

part of the pupil of his own models a positive saving
of time, even from the point of view of the Drawing

7
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lessons. This then forms a part of every Drawing
course and needs to be incorporated in it, and re-

quires no separate showing on the Time Table as a
" Suitable Occupation."

Modelling in clay is the most suitable of all those

exercises which are known as " Suitable Occupations."
I recognise its value both in Infant Schools and in

Senior Departments, but I do not think that separate

time and lessons need appear, or should appear, on

the Time Tables of Junior Classes in Senior Depart-
ments in this subject. If

"
Object Lessons

"
are

really lessons on "
Objects," each child being pro-

vided with an object which it can not only see but

handle and examine, it might be well occasionally to

attempt a clay presentment of such objects. The

continuity thus obtained in the Modelling exercises

following upon this work in the Infant School is

essential and most valuable in those schools in which

scholars in upper standards take "
Clay Modelling

"

as a definite and distinguishable subject.

I am especially desirous of your attention to the

above, as I feel that the arguments have a very vital

bearing upon the conditions of the Code, 1900. I

fear an interpretation of " Suitable Occupations
"

in

the lower standards, leading up to Manual Training,
which may send us back to the paper cutting and

folding which we had hoped to have escaped. I con-

tend that instead of definite portions of the Time
Table (I now speak of Junior Classes in Senior

Departments) being set aside for
" Suitable Occupa-

tions," that the ordinary subjects of the school cur-
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riculum themselves supply abundance of concrete

example and suitable occupation, if rightly taught.

For example, children will talk fluently of yards and

inches, but a request to mark out a yard or an inch

is not usually responded to. Pints and cwts. and all

things having perceptual realities as their base should

be, nay, must be, taught primarily as objects, objects

seen and handled, and so object lessons. Geography

again is in its earlier stages nothing but a series of

object lessons, and rightly so. A macadamised road,

particularly if well worn, allows illustrations of almost

every geographical term, and these terms should be

approached by such means. Clay or sand modelling
here is not to be despised. I recently heard a lesson

on the tides, in which children were taught vaguely of

the attraction of gravity, and the pull which the sun

and moon exert, but did not know that the tide

could actually be seen in the adjacent Thames
;
and

this is not an isolated case. The practice, wherever

possible, of fastening our concepts down to the base

of perceptual fact, should pervade every lesson in

those subjects which deal with the appearance and

laws of the material universe.

I therefore recommend :

1.—That "Varied Occupations" as separate sub-

jects, occupying a specific place on the

Time Table, be generally discouraged.

2.—That "
Modelling in Cardboard " be recom-

mended as part of every Drawing Course

following on the Plane Geometry and pre-

ceding the Solid Geometry.
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3.—That "Modelling Clay" in those Schools

where it is taken as a special subject in the

higher standards, shall be continued from

the Infants* Department through the lower

standards of the Senior Departments, though
such continuation need only be the repre-

sentation of some of the objects of those

lessons which deal with concrete realities,

such as Natural Science, Geography, Arith-

metic.
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Scbool JSoarD tor Xon&on.

Victoria Embankment, W.C.,

12th March, 1900.

MEMORANDUM OF KINDERGARTEN
OCCUPATIONS.

I am in general agreement with the view expressed
as to the necessity for very considerable limitation of

much of the manual work which has borne the name
of Kindergarten. But it must be remembered that

the physical dexterity, which may be acquired in

some of the occupations condemned, is, of itself,

valuable
; though the further question arises, whether

other occupations may not be devised, which, whilst

training in physical dexterity, may lend themselves

more readily to comparison and discrimination, the

elementary mental processes which follow on the

apprehension of form. Drawing on squared paper,

provided the squares are large enough, is not, I think,

wholly to be condemned. Colour-work may well be

undertaken by the higher classes in Infants' Schools.

This is correct according to the admitted principle of

visual development—colour before form. Whilst it is

a very doubtful question whether we are not, in some
of our Senior Departments, obscuring the accuracy of
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form actually attainable at that age by a too abund-

ant use of colour, this danger does not exist in the

case of Infant Schools. I therefore think that the

drawing of all except the simplest lines may well be

approached through colour-work.

It is also necessary to remark that "to become

expert in making the same thing
"

is a very frequent
form which advance may take. Only as one motion

becomes mechanical or automatic is attention set free

to guide the acquirement of another process. Mr.

Wilkinson, in his report for 1899, was of opinion that

French superiority in Art was due, somewhat at least,

to their continued repetition in teaching of a few well-

chosen forms. However this may be, there can be

little doubt that in this branch of our School work, as

in others, compression and thoroughness are needed.

And I am glad that a demand for compression and

system in the manual work is now being made.

I therefore propose—
1. That paper-flower making, the threading of fine

beads, Berlin wool work, macrame work,

fraying and pricking be no longer recognised
as Kindergarten occupations.

2. That drawing on squared paper, where the

squares are large enough, be retained. This

is a useful preparation for the scale work in

the Senior Departments.

3. That colour-work be retained either with crayons
or paints.

4. That weaving be retained on condition that the

children having attained the necessary
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dexterity, shall not be required to make a

large number of objects of the same kind.
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Memorandum written for Mr. Graham
Wallas, as contributory to the discus-

sion on the Training of Infant Teachers.

As to the detailed gifts and occupations of Froebel's

system it seems sufficient to say that even the more

enthusiastic of his appreciators allow that they are

of inferior value to the controlling philosophy.

Mr. Courthorpe Bowen says,
"
Kindergarten work

without the Kindergarten idea, like a body without

a soul, is subject to rapid degeneration and decay."

Dr. James Ward says,
"
Kindergarten work is apt

to be too mechanical and formal. There does not

seem room for the individuality of a child, to which

all free play (I call your attention to the word free)

possible should be given in the earliest years."

And Mr. R. H. Quick, the enthusiastic biographer
of Froebel in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, says
" So perhaps it will in the end prove that Froebel

in the ' Education of Man} has left us a more precious

legacy than in his 'Gifts' and '

Occupations
' which

are so popular and so easily adopted."

By common consent then we turn to the Froebellian

psychology and philosophy as containing the elements

of permament value in his system.
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Here I propose to give a collection of Froebellian

leading propositions :
—

" As Man and Nature have one origin, they must

be subject to the same laws."

One need only say that now-a-days, this conception
is almost completely given up. Few thinkers propose

to develop a code for humanity as the result of an

investigation of material life. Our view now rather is

one in which God and Nature are at strife, in which

the ethical interest overcomes Nature and is not sub-

dued to Nature, nor gained by an investigation of

Nature.

Then as is usual, this conception brings with it

another—That the adult life is somehow something
of a lower kind imposed upon the purity and inno-

cence of childhood, and that the true destiny of man
is to be obtained by gratifying every youthful impulse—in Froebel's words "

in agreement with the child's

whole nature" Common sense and modern philo-

sophy are united in antagonism to this, and believe

rather that schools are places where anti-social

tendencies should be repressed and prevented from

developing, whilst education is to proceed not simply

upon lines of liking but upon lines which tend to

realize social ideals.

Take another dictum of Froebel's.
" Each age has

a completeness of its own, and the perfection of the

latter state can only be attained through the perfec-

tion of the earlier."

This jerky discontinuity has not the slightest sup-

port in biological science, and never had.
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Then we have metaphysical vagaries like—" The
divine element that works in each thing is the true

idea of that thing."
" The destiny and calling of all things is to develop

their true idea, and in so doing to reveal God in out-

ward and passing forms."
" God is a creator, so man must be a creator."
" God's every thought is a work, a deed :

"— the

inference being, I suppose, that the only desirable

things are what Mill used to call
"
utilities fixed and

embodied in material objects."

Again—" The object of the Froebellian gifts is

especially to guide aright the heart and affections,

and to lead them to the original ground of all life, to

unity with themselves." Above all, what does this

mean ? Even Mr. Quick, the eulogistic biographer
before mentioned, is compelled to admit—" Before

one can accept teaching one must at least understand

it, and this preliminary is not always possible when
we would learn from Froebel. At times he goes

entirely out of sight, and whether the words we hear

are the expression of deep truths or have absolutely
no meaning at all, I, for my part, am totally un-

able to determine." Thus Mr. Quick.
At least it would seem that work of this sort should

not be placed for uncritical absorption before students

in training.

What then are the practical issues and how does

the matter affect our schools ? I have found Kinder-

garten teachers in the bonds of '

faculty
•

psychology,

exploded, one would have hoped, by the work of
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Professors Ward, James, and Stout. To take a single

instance—When I ask for a reason for a certain process,

I am told—"
It cultivates the imagination,"

—as

though imaginations were one and indivisible, and

worked together in a concrete separate lump like a

muscle. Certain images it may be well to cultivate,

but it is certainly inadvisable to blunt perception by
a purposely false nomenclature. Professor James

says his little boy of three, called a corkscrew,
" bad

scissors," when he saw it first. All well and good,
but the Kindergartner goes on calling it bad scissors,

which is where the practical blunder comes in.

A second practical error is that of supposing that

intelligence is proportionate to the sensory basis

which it has to work upon. Cultivate observation,

we are told again and again. Here the Herbertians

are beginning to make a stand, and Mr. John Adams
in the latest Herbertian exposition says

"
It is not a

legitimate or useful educational endeavour to culti-

vate observation in the abstract." I content myself
with asking anyone who has tried to concentrate his

attention upon a given subject among the sights and

sounds of London, whether he does not wish he

could restrict his observation a little. And practical

teachers will tell you that disconnected perceptions
must be checked and not encouraged during early

years.

After all, knowledge of the material world, though

very important, should not be spread out so as to

embrace all education within itself. Certainly know-

ledge of the material should be gained by the actual
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manipulation of the material
;
no one could be a more

convinced sensationalist than I in this respect, but

because that is the right way to learn about '

things/

shall we learn about nothing else but 'things'?

Even Mr. Spencer's science included human science.

In this particular reference I should say—give no

system to the students in Training, but ask that a

competent modern psychologist be employed to lecture

on Education and give practical demonstrations. I

say modern advisedly, for a work in English just

published for teachers, is from the standpoint of

European psychology, just one hundred years old.



APPENDIX V.

Notes on Demonstration Lessons given at
the Imperial Institute, January 19th, 1900
by members of the froebel educational

Institute, under the direction of the
Froebel Society.

1. A story. One teacher tells the story of Balder

to eighteen children, and talks continuously for forty-

five minutes. A fairy story of most pronounced

type. We have oak trees bowing their heads and

making promises, and bees whispering promises, and

arrows and stones striking Balder but not hurting

him. There was little or no questioning. On a

few occasions the children spontaneously asked

questions on a point of detail, such as,
" Didn't he

give his horse to the man ?
"

This spontaneous calling

out would be impossible in large classes, and I gravely

question the advisability of emphasizing and con-

tinuing the mythical stage of imagination and thought,

natural to the infant. But even granting this, forty-

five minutes of continued narration is quite intolerable

both for teacher and children.
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2. Another story was given by a teacher to eight

five-year-old children, in which the teacher talked for

fifteen minutes without a single reference to any

object or picture, though the latter was provided.

3. Lesson on brick-building to eight children, five

years of age, each having two boxes [ (a) cubes, (b)

bricks,] gifts three and four. Collection and distribu-

tion were performed by the teacher, a fatal error if

manipulating large classes, and under any circum-

stances a waste of time, and a non-utilisation of the

children's willingness to help. The children made

buildings, and beds, and tables, and carried out the

usual perversion of their perceptual intelligence, by

imagining far-fetched resemblances. There is pro-

bably some training in tactual and motor dexterity

involved in these exercises, but I very much question

the advisability of consecrating by the teacher's

influence the tendency to such violent make-believe.

4. Nature lesson on mistletoe. Six children, seven

years old, in class. Each child was provided with a

sprig of mistletoe. This was an excellent beginning,

and I looked forward with interest to the continuation

of the lesson. But in this I was grievously dis-

appointed, for fifteen minutes were spent by what

was practically a monologue on the part of the

teacher without reference to the objects or even the

illustrations provided. Moreover, the very object of

nature teaching, as I understand it, was lost sight of
;

for when two of the children answered, and quite

rightly, that the stalk was rough, the teacher corrected

them, and said,
"

It's rough, because its dry, it ought
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not to be like that." Then again the teacher stated,
" This stalk is different from other stalks," and then

asked, "What are some other stalks like?" The

children did not know, and the teacher drew some.

Here, an important principle was overlooked, viz.—
That comparison cannot be instituted properly with-

out percepts or at least memories of elements to be

compared.

[I have noticed this mistake in teaching Word-

Building, for here comparisons are often instituted,

or attempted to be instituted between words sounded

alike but spelt differently, and having different

meanings. This only leads to confusion
;
the words

in their different meanings and spellings must be

known in their own context, before comparison can

be properly instituted. It is not possible here, as it

often is in Arithmetic, to precipitate a second term,

given one term and a relation.]
" You have all seen how acorns grow," says the

teacher and is satisfied with an unconvinced "
yes ;

"

and no question was asked as to the facts needed
;

for here again the teacher wished to institute a

comparison, and had to supply it herself, because the

acorn facts were not in the children's memory to

compare with the present mistletoe facts. A vertical

longitudinal section, shown in diagram, of a branch,

with the mistletoe sprouting out, was quite un-

intelligible to the children. The teacher admitted

that they had not seen such a section in reality, but

thought that having seen apples and other things cut

open, they could proceed by analogy. This was a
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most profound blunder, for even adults find great

difficulty in comprehending the meaning of a

sectional representation.

5. Six children seven years of age, who had heard

the story of Balder, were asked to give any words

which they remembered for the teacher to print on

the Black Board. They gave—Balder was a very

good man. He was the son of Odin. But the

teacher wrote something else, viz :—" When Balder

smiled, every living thing felt happy." There is no

objection to this sentence, but it does not carry out

the idea involved in the method, viz :
—that the words

shall be those which the children remember to have

occurred. The teaching was mainly phonic, but how
it is possible to have obtained the general notions as

to the sound-force of certain letters, without some

examples previously classified by sound and not by
sense, I do not know. I agree with the main

contention that the Reading should be of words, in

which there is a living interest because their meaning
is known, but this is not altogether compatible with

the system of reading based on ease and similarity

of sound
;
and I am of opinion that the words taught

in most of our Infant schools are in the vocabulary
of our children, without special stories being given

for the purpose ;
and it further overlooks the im-

portant consideration that by reading itself we have

finally to extend vocabularies, and to learn meanings.
6. The game. Mythical personages, as Jack Frost,

were introduced. One teacher told me that she did

not think the children believed Jack Frost to be a
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person. Of this I am doubtful
;
and the general

question is again raised as to how far it is wise to

continue the primitive personification of physical

forces.
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Memorandum written July, 1899, for the
Domestic Subjects Committee, with re-

ference to their Housewifery Centres,
upon the work of which the new code,

19oo, now allows a combined grant.

The advisability of combining the domestic sub-

jects under one roof and the same teachers is in-

contestable. All sound educational principles de-

mand the unity of theory and practice. Criticism

then rather attaches to the execution of it than to the

system itself. Objections are sometimes raised that

the measuring, weighing, and estimation of quantities

generally under the scheme is rough, inaccurate, and

likely to foster inexact methods of thought. But the

exact sciences of the domestic subjects, e.g., the

chemistry of foods and their physiological value, the

composition of' soaps, &c, are, if studied with any
minuteness and accuracy of detail, of a nature to

require nice laboratory apparatus, the use of which

would in itself be a protracted scientific course.

This is not stated with a view to the discouragement
of the subjects known as " Domestic Science," which

may very well be taken under especially favourable
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conditions, but cannot, in my opinion, supersede the

more extended, though less exactly quantitative

knowledge, which forms for the children the theoreti-

cal basis of the Housewifery course. There is a

further advantage in adhering to domestic measures

such as spoonful, when considered in relation to

practical utility. The use of terms with no know-

ledge of the reality for which they stand has expressly
to be guarded against. It is of little use, for example,
to use terms like

"
caffeine," unless "

caffeine
"

is

experimentally distinguishable from coffee. There is

a further defect, that the logical consequences of some

scientific principles, as absorption, conduction, and

physiological results of temperature are not rigorously

followed out, but statements on authority
—and that

often enough the very doubtful authority of text-book

compilers, are substituted. This, however, is not a

defect peculiar to this scheme of domestic instruction,

but, as evidenced by examinations in schools and

candidates' answers to Domestic Economy questions,

is common to all. One branch of this instruction, viz.,

the treatment of the sick and injured, requires in a

high measure the use of the scientific imagination, a

kind of imagination which children naturally lack,

though superabundantly supplied with that species of

make-believe which, as in Kindergarten instruction,

requires them to call one thing by the name of

another to which it has a very far-fetched resemblance.

The only way to obviate this difficulty is to give

frequent lessons on the general plan of "
If A is thus,

how will this affect B ?
" " What changes will take
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place in C ?
" and so on. Even then, as the matter

has to be rendered into a concrete imaginative whole

before the necessary practical steps can be taken,

we must not expect too much in this department.
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General Results of Experiments on the
Place of Repetition in Memory.

Psychological Review, Jan. 1896. W. G. SMITH.

The tabular results confirm the accepted fact of the

efficacy of continued repetition in impressing any kind

of subject-matter on the memory.
The candidates start fairly equal : it is towards the

end they begin to separate from each other.

Different individuals do not differ very greatly in

the number of errors which they commit after one

repetition, while as we go on to twelve repetitions the

difference increases markedly.
There is a slight increase in the value of each

repetition as we pass from the third to the twelfth.

There does not seem to be any definite connection

traceable between excellence of memory and the

mode of reproduction.

The subject with the best memory, and the subject

with the worst wrote from the beginning straight on,

the syllables at the end of the series being then

written last. The subjects were left free throughout
the experiments to introduce a rhythm if they

pleased. In most cases a slight rhythm was present.
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There seemed some advantage in this but it was

slight.

During the pause of two beats between the repeti-

tion the subjects waited without trying to memorize,
in most cases their eyes were fixed inattentively on

the beginning or end of the series which was being

presented.

There does not seem any reason to suppose that

looking at the syllables in this inattentive way has

any very marked effect upon the memory.
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MEMORANDUM ON TIME TABLES IN BOARD
SCHOOLS, CODE 1899.

I.—Whether some Regulation of Time-tables

is or is not Desirable.

(i) As a result of the lengthy and careful discussion

with my colleagues on this question, the dominant

factor in each district seems to me to be the opinions

and methods of H.M. Inspector for that district.

Some, for example, have interpreted the present Day
School Code as largely combining the advantages of
"
Inspection without notice," and more or less syste-

matic examination. With others, examination has

no longer formed a part of their duties. There is,

again, a difference in the readiness with which they
welcome additions to a curriculum. One for example,

may demand a fairly high standard of ordinary work

before encouraging
"
Specific subjects

"
;
but this is

not the practice of some other Inspectors. I bring

forward these facts with a view to substantiating the

legitimacy of my partial dissent from some judgments
of my colleagues, because I conceive that in different

districts the facts and tendencies to be surveyed are

dissimilar. Whether such difference may not be a
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ground for the action of a central authority on the

part of the London School Board is a question that I

should myself answer in the affirmative.

(2) The continuous increase of subjects coupled
with the absence of examination has brought about in

many instances, if not in the majority of cases, such a

limitation of time and energy to the fundamental

subjects, that they have suffered considerably. Whilst

I do not desire a return to those days when the poly-

syllabic generalities of leader-writers were the tests of

Reading and Spelling in our Schools, nor to the

entirely abstract millions of the old arithmetic books,

I do desire fluency and intelligent expression in

Reading, accuracy in Spelling, and not only capacity
to solve problems in Arithmetic, but correctness in

computation. Nor should the very high value attach-

ing to the power of writing in good English a story,

a resume, or an essay be overlooked. It would seem

from the report of Mr. Pinches on the Board's Scholar-

ship candidates that even in some at least of our better

Schools, there is a falling off in the direction indicated.

He says :

"
Amongst the elementary subjects, Arith-

metic was less satisfactory, both in accuracy and

method. A few of the papers at the preliminary
contained such serious blunders, and showed so little

knowledge of the subject, that one is inclined to doubt

whether, under the present system, some children do

not pass through the standards without satisfying the

conditions imposed." And this statement, it must be

borne in mind, is applied to those Schools, where, if

anywhere, liberty of curriculum and freedom from
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examination might have been expected to produce
the best results. I should propose that the tendency
here indicated be checked by the establishment of a

time-minimum for the fundamental subjects, coupled
with such examination at least as the Board propose
to adopt for the purposes of their Merit Certificate.

II.—To What Extent is Liberty Desirable?

Regulation should, in my opinion, be of such a

nature as to allow a very large margin of liberty. The
circumstances of the schools, classed roughly as
"
ordinary schools," in distinction from "

higher grade

schools," are of course more widely variant than those

of a specially chosen group, such as the higher grade
schools

;
and any attempt to prescribe a similarly

detailed scheme of work would be unwise. I should

not propose to introduce subjects into the curriculum,

which are not such as may be taken for the purposes
of examination {i.e., for Government grant).

iii.—how far should english, geography,
Elementary Science, and History be part

of the Curriculum of each School, either
as Separate Subjects or Combined ?

(1) I am not of opinion that the educational defect

of to-day consists in teaching, or attempting to teach,

too few subjects, but the contrary. I should not

therefore, advocate any regulation which increased the

number of compulsory subjects. With my colleagues,

I regret to find English Grammar so much neglected,

but I dissent from my colleagues, who desire to render
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it compulsory. English Grammar, as understood by
the Code, is a series of exercises in Parsing and

Analysis, a valuable training in inductive and deductive

methods when rightly taught (see the Board Inspectors'

Annual Report for 1899), but not, I think, likely to

be thoroughly well done in those cases where teachers

are not intensely alive to the importance of sound

method. The English, which I would advocate for

all schools, would be rather of the nature which is

developed by some study of good literature, and

practice in composition. I regret that the Code limits

the choice of teachers with respect to those four

subjects named at the head of this paragraph. By
requiring in all cases object lessons in the lower

standards, the Code either invites to discontinuity in

the class subjects taken, or insists on one Science

subject throughout every school. At the Conference

of Science Teachers, held this year at the Imperial

Institute, there was a clear balance of opinion against

disassociated object lessons. In the Board Inspectors'

report for 1899 it was suggested that where a Science

specific was taken, the object lessons should be so

arranged as to lead up to it. I regard connected

Science lessons on an experimental basis as a most

valuable form of mental training. And having in

remembrance the fact that so large a part of the post-

collegiate study of the teachers in our schools is

devoted to science, I do not think that perfect liberty

in the choice of class subjects would very largely

diminish the preponderance which Science now holds.

But whether it should be forced upon all schools,
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irrespective of training and desire on the part of the

teachers, is a question which I should myself answer

in the negative. Geography possibly, and History

certainly, have, partly by the above-mentioned Code

regulation, been pushed aside. But this does not

constitute the whole explanation. The Board's own

regulations lay stress on the possession of Science and

Art Certificates
;
and only recently, in the amended

Form 40, has enquiry been directed as to post-

collegiate study in subjects such as History and

Literature. The University Extension Classes, in

many ways unsuitable to Pupil-Teachers, would, in

this connection, viz., the continued cultivation of our

adult teachers, be of great value
;
and if it were under-

stood that promotion would be affected by proficiency

in these studies to the same extent as by the posses-

sion of South Kensington Science Certificates, History
and Literature would soon advance in our schools by
virtue of a more extended knowledge of, and a greater
interest in them on the part of the teacher.

(2) The next question that arises is—Shall combined

courses of these subjects be taken ? The desire for

combined courses rests upon the conception that

knowledge in various fields of study must be connected

before it is of much value, and is so far sound. But

Historical Geography and Geographical History do
not meet the case. If we, as all Teachers should, and

very many do, teach the Geography of historical

events, we do not obtain a knowledge of the world as

it is to-day ; for the geographical centres of interest

are continually shifting with new economic develop-
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ments. If, on the other hand, we teach the historical

side of the geography of the world, our own country,

historically considered, would obtain but a very small

share in so diffused a course. We must, I think,

content ourselves with asking that where History
is taken, such Geography should be taught as to

render intelligible the historical event, and no further.

And where Geography is taken, some brief attention

might be given to such allied historical subjects as, for

example, Colonial expansion. There is a further

difficulty in combined courses, for these will be under-

stood in our schools as interpreted by the Day School

Code
;
and an examination of these courses shows that

they are in very slight organic connection, if any ;
and

that they only mean so much of one subject followed

by so much of another.

There are schools which attempt a third class

subject, but the Teachers are anxious to let the

Inspector know, if he should question on it, that it is

not taken for examination (i.e., for Government grant).

The results in such cases are usually worthless. There

are no difficulties in mere outlines, these begin to

appear only when some progress has been made.

Further, many examining bodies of to-day, by giving

no marks at all in subjects of which the merest

smattering is gained, seem to be in agreement in

desiring a more thorough knowledge of a few subjects

than a less knowledge of many subjects. At this

year's Educational Conferences at the Imperial

Institute, so far as I was able to attend them, "too

many subjects
"
seemed to be the general complaint.
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Reviewing the whole ground I suggest—
(1) A minimum time for:—

(a) Reading, including Literature and one

lesson per week from History Readers, 3 hours.

(J?) Writing (including one lesson in Penman-

ship), Dictation and Composition, 4 hours.

(c) Arithmetic, 3 hours 45 minutes.

(2) That where two specific subjects are taken one

shall be History or Geography, unless taken as a class

subject.

(3) That Drawing shall be optional in Girls'

Schools
; and, where taken, shall be taken for Govern-

ment grant.

(4) That Varied Occupations no longer occupy a

separate place in any Senior School curriculum.

(5) That Manual Training, Cookery, and Laundry-
work be not taken by children in Standard IV. except

by such as are over 1 2 years of age on entering that

standard.

(6) That Head Teachers be directed to make the

Object Lessons lead up to the Science Specific where

taken.

(7) That the minimum times laid down in Regula-
tion (1) shall be entirely independent of time given by

any member of the class to extra subjects, such as

Manual Training, Cookery, and Laundry.
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MEMORANDA (JUNE 1899.)

Inspection versus Examination.

The modern system of inspection instead ofexamina-

tion, whilst in many ways beneficial, has dangers whose

due recognition may be of service. There is too great
a tendency to push forward into new fields of know-

ledge before the older ones have been properly
cultivated. The base of fact is everywhere being

extended, and this without sufficient regard to the

co-ordination of those facts into that systemic whole,

which alone rightly deserves the name of knowledge.
Oral teaching is unduly in the ascendant, and natur-

ally so, since inspection too often means listening to a

teacher rather than finding what habits of thought and

work have been impressed on the class. This favours

a superficial, scrappy, and disconnected frame of mind,

unless great care is taken to insist on individual per-

formances as well as on collective results. There is

also a danger that the standard of examination within

a school may tend to become peculiar to itself
;
this

would be doubly disadvantageous, that is, both to the

best and to the worst, since one's opinion of one's own
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performance is frequently in inverse ratio to one's

capacity.

Some further questions arise which are, perhaps,

primarily administrative, though ultimately of grave
educational importance. It seems unlikely that the

time will ever arrive, even though it were desirable,

when the immediate consciousness of duty done would

be a sufficient reward to the individual teacher, who
would no longer seek in any way to claim, or

obtain, superiority of his particular department or class

over those of other teachers. If this be the case, a

wise administration secures that the differentiating

circumstances shall be really valuable. It must never

be forgotten that if Inspectors' reports are of such a

nature that no distinction of any kind is made between

school and school, department and department, and

class and class, that thoroughness of work will very

speedily be relegated to the limbo of the inspectorially

immaterial, whilst a variety of attention-compelling

eccentricities will evolve as a means of distinction.

Whilst the efforts to obtain scholarships is a good one,

whilst a high percentage of attendance is a laudable

object of attainment, whilst in some cases an increase

in the subjects of the curriculum may be advisable, yet

one and all such considerations sink into insignificance

when compared with that primary object of the Board

School—a sound elementary education for all pupils.

Private schools and secondary schools have, in many
instances, too long paraded a factitious superiority in

virtue of their subjects taken rather than the subjects

learnt
;
and it is distressing, though it might well have
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been expected, to find some of our primary schools

developing along these same lines. Social recognition
and distinction seem necessary to all schools, and

great injustice will be done if schools and teachers are

estimated on their extra-pedagogical efforts rather

than on the work which is set down to be done in

Government syllabuses and Board codes. Another

indirect result, though of extreme importance to the

furtherance of education, is the effect of the present

system on the promotion of the teacher. Boards and

Committees must seek sources of distinction
;
and if,

as before pointed out, superior practical efficiency is

no longer the great basis of distinction, then the
"
paper qualification

" becomes all-important, and we
lose the certainty that we are obtaining the best

teachers for our schools. Nor can it be pretended that

there is any test of a teacher's industry and capacity

so completely satisfactory as an examination of his

class, more especially when combined, as it now is,

with liberty to classify the children in accordance with

their attainments and promise. Inspection is too

accidental in its nature, and is likely to err grievously

in its estimates when it is remembered that the eager,

conscientious teacher so frequently breaks down under

the ordeal, whilst glib assertiveness carries off the

palm.
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Grammar and Composition.

It is gratifying to find some revival of interest in

the teaching of Grammar. This, as understood by
the best theory and practice of to-day, is not the life-

less committal to memory of a series of definitions

and rules, plus formidable and inexplicable lists of

exceptions', but an inductive inquiry based upon the

functions of words and sentences in the living language.

Taught in this manner, Grammar provides precisely

the same series of mental operations as instruction in

Physical Science, except that in the latter case the

initial data are percepts and in the former, ideas. But

the discovery of a general principle from a few cases,

its formulation and application to, and verification or

limitation by additional instances is the method of

modern grammatical and scientific teaching. The
above considerations are important in connection with

the frequently alleged antithesis between grammatical

training and training in natural science which, existing

no doubt between the study of dead languages and of

science, need not exist between the study of modern

languages and of science, and is certainly not present

in the case of our own language.
9
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An important corollary is, that Grammar being the

logic of language and on this view requiring the know-

ledge of the meaning of simple sentences as a pre-

liminary, it would be well not to commence this study
until Standard III.

The necessity for English Grammar is, moreover,

specially marked in those schools which, while attempt-

ing a foreign language by a grammatical method, are

omitting to supply the basis on which they are trying
to build.

It is doubtful whether Composition is in all cases

receiving the attention which it undoubtedly deserves.

There is too strong a tendency to make this lesson a

mere rechauffe of previous lessons in, say, History,

Geography, or Domestic Economy; and this has rather

been encouraged by the Code direction to keep lists of

the Composition lessons actually given, when coupled,
as it usually is, with the expectation that if Composition
be given by the Inspector for examination, it will be

chosen from among these subjects. Whilst not deny-

ing the value of some recapitulation of this kind, it is

surely a misfortune for a Composition exercise to be-

come an effort to remember a particular portion of

the school work with the language in which it was

expressed, rather than an application of the pupil's

own vocabulary and the expression of his own thoughts
and feelings concerning his individual experiences.

Some teachers are too concerned with checking the

free expression of ideas on the part of children because

they are wrong, that is, not in consonance with our

adult judgment, to permit them to acquire ease and
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freedom
; though we may, of course, legitimately

demand grammatical and orthographical agreement.
Another drawback to success in composition, which,

above all, requires continuity of thought and effort, is

the almost exclusive use of oral teaching, which, while

producing apparently admirable class results, leaves

the individual able to answer particular questions at

particular points of lines of thought carried out by the

teacher, but unable to unite those particular answers

into a connected whole.
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Object-lessons.

It is gratifying to find that there is a growing

tendency to make object-lessons a reality. The
notion that the qualities of objects can be taught by
means of verbal description is completely given up

theoretically, and largely superseded practically. But it

is questionable whether sufficient care is taken in the

selection of the objects themselves
;

curiosities of

Natural History, and other things too far removed from

the probable life experience of the children, are some-

what too often chosen. And, moreover, it must be

remembered that knowledge is not a sum of separate,

though accurate perceptions, but rather organised and

rationalised perceptions, so that object-lessons in lower

standards should have a distinct reference to the

object-lessons which in higher classes we call "science."

It is not too much to expect that the Head Teachers

of the departments of a School should consider the

work of the School as a whole in deciding the "objects"
to be chosen for these lessons.
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Memorandum on Science Classes.

The syllabuses and methods enforced by South

Kensington in its regulations for Science Classes are

not in accord with the leading ideas of to-day on

Science Teaching. The demonstration table furnished

with apparatus for the teacher's use only, and for the

observation of the pupils without resort to individual

experiment, is generally condemned. This was

especially noticeable at the conferences held this

January on Science Teaching at the Imperial Institute.

A less crowded syllabus, simpler apparatus, and

experiment by the pupil rather than the teacher, are

the dominant notes in the new conception of Science

Teaching. For Experimental Science is of compara-

tively small value unless the experiments are

conducted by the pupils themselves, and the results

and conclusions tabulated and drawn out by the

pupils. Some go further and deny any great value

to this subject, unless, in addition, the pupils suggest

the experiments to be made. This, the "
heuristic

method," is still a matter of dispute, but there is no

dispute as to the advisability of the actual practical

work plus tabulation and conclusion on the part of
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the children, leaving open the question of the

suggestion of the experiments.
Some important practical consequences follow—
(i.) That Experimental Science teaching in schools

cannot be satisfactorily undertaken to large classes.

I should regard twenty pupils as an absolute

maximum.

(ii.) That some room, quite simply furnished with

plain tables and strong inexpensive apparatus, should

be provided wherever it is thought advisable to take

up some system of introductory physical science,

which is known variously as Mechanics, Physics, and

Elementary Science.

(iii.) That in the earlier stages of the natural history

sciences, such as Botany, where separate rooms for

science are not necessary, arrangements should be

made whereby each pupil is provided with the

specimens under consideration.

(iv.) That in all science work of the primary school,

the aim should be rather to produce correct observa-

tion of, and good reasoning upon, the more obvious of

important characteristics than to attempt the minutiae

of microscopic observation, or deal with the

metaphysics of science—e.g. atomic and molecular

theories, school-boy conceptions of which, as might be

expected, being almost invariably misleading.
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Singing in Board Schools.

Considerable satisfaction must continne to be

expressed regarding this valuable portion of school

work. There is now no temptation to minimise

either the time, emphasis, or energy given to this

instruction. Exemption from examination has re-

moved the danger,which certainly at one time existed,

that some singing lessons at least would receive less

attention in time and emphasis in order that more

energy might be thrown upon the work in subjects

where examination tests were more difficult. The

subject, too, is one in which a very large number of

teachers show an enthusiastic interest, and results are

achieved which, in some cases, more than deserve the

description
" excellent." The level is high all round,

and a growing tendency to employ the best teachers

of singing in any school to teach singing in

all the classes, has certainly been assisted by the

estimates which are now made of schools as a whole

rather than of individual classes. Nor should the

considerable efforts made in many cases to secure

school choirs and occasional concerts be forgotten in

this connection. There is perhaps some reason to
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hope that good music, thus diffused throughout our

common schools, may in the not very distant future

even banish the jingle and banality of " the popular

song."
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Noise in Schools.

Common sense and the experience of practical

teachers lead with increasing emphasis to the view

that unnecessary noise should be removed. Sore

throats and nervous strain are still tolerably numerous

in some schools in consequence of heavy vehicular

traffic passing outside. Schools in such positions will,

I hope, not be built in future
; and, for the present

some corporate action should be taken, by way of less

resonant paving, to minimise the evil.

But the demands ofcommon sense are often satisfied

by the notion that if teachers and children can only
become used to noises, little harm is effected. This

view is certainly incorrect, for psycho-physical

experiment has abundantly proved that, even where

sensory distractions are unnoticed, they still exercise

great influence in retarding the rapidity and diminish-

ing the accuracy of mental process.

It would seem, then, if we wish to release the whole

of our social mental capital, that noise must be

reduced beyond the point at which it becomes allow-

able to common sense. Structural inconveniences,

such as resonant floors, walls and partitions, swinging
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doors, rattling window frames, will no doubt speedily

disappear. Schools, however, built as they must be

in densely populated districts, even when structurally

suitable, are too often exposed to the raucous shouts

of itinerant vendors, and the exercises of the travelling

musician. In connection with the efforts made at

intervals to suppress street noises, so important a

question as their bearing upon the work and discipline

of our schools might well be considered.

There seems every reason to believe that, in internal

discipline, schools now proceed much less noisily than

heretofore. When discipline, if it could so be called,

was at least theoretically maintainable by vocal

castigation, it was hardly to be expected that the

serene and courteous firmness which marks the good

disciplinarian of to-day should be invariably in

evidence. Every regulation which increases the

disciplinary powers of the teacher is a step towards

obedience, cheerfulness, and an absence of that

rowdyism which seems, unhappily, to be a feature all

too prevalent among the youth of large towns.

But some caution is necessary in applying the

doctrine of noiselessness. It is sometimes regarded

as implying a complete disappearance of simultaneous

work, but such an application is too sweeping.

Simultaneous answering to questions is perhaps

useless, but rather because there is no guarantee that

such answers will, in a true sense, be simultaneous.

But in much routine work, such as the learning of

poetry and spelling, we do rightly to insist on

simultaneous and repetitive exercises, provided that
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we secure individual attention to the general

repetition. Psycho-physical experiment of the last

few years has reinstated repetition as an important
factor in memory work. The rhythm, which children

naturally introduce into their repetitive exercises, does

not seem wholly without mnemonic effect, though
some would condemn it on aesthetic grounds. Whilst,

however, thus entering a plea for simultaneous work
under certain conditions, there is, and can be, no

warrant for the loud, high-pitched, and inattentive

bawling which still occasionally usurps its place.

Moreover, simultaneous work, like class examinations,
needs to be continuously checked by individual

results.

Nor should the aesthetic and moral effects depend-
ent upon quiet, well-controlled speech and movement
be lost sight of. Violence and loud speech are not

signs of strength, though boys at least are prone to

think so
;
nor are strident injunctions to others always

a sign of ethical superiority, as many of our girls need

to be told. It is a common charge against the pupils
of Board schools, that they do not seem to pay the

extra "
twopence for manners

"
;
nor can we, I think,

wholly regard this opinion as the expression of class

prejudice. At least, we may be sure that in en-

deavouring to effect a reduction in unnecessary noises

both without and within the schoolroom, we are not

only removing a hindrance to mental cultivation in

the purely intellectual sense, but also aiding in the

production of those "sweeter manners" which we may
hope to accompany

"
purer laws."
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NEW CODE, 1900.

Some Probable Eucational Results.

This Code in insisting on a good, general, elementary-
education in the primary schools, rather than on

special and specific subjects, has claims upon the

gratitude of every educationist. It is not essential

that precisely the same standard, or even the same

minimum standard, shall be exacted from every
school in every subject ;

and a practical recognition

of this principle is found in the New Block Grant.

For it may very well happen that exceptional interest,

power, or opportunity may advance some subject or

subjects much beyond the standard of efficiency

demanded
;
and in such cases it is only reasonable

that some reduction in standard should be made with

reference to other subjects. Provided always that

such latitude may not be of such a nature as to allow

such difference in attainment in the fundamental

subjects as to render the passage from one school to

another a matter of abrupt discontinuity.

A circular recently issued by the London School

Board to its teachers contains the following (School

Board Gazette, No. 161) :
—
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" Certain special subjects in the curriculum, such as

Science, practical instruction in the Domestic

Arts, Drawing, Manual Instruction, and Object

Lessons, have of late years been largely developed

by changes in the Code, and by special efforts on

the part of the Board and their teachers. Un-

fortunately there is reason to fear that these

efforts have in some cases given rise to an

impression that the Board is more desirous of

encouraging such special subjects of instruction

than of securing thorough efficiency in the

subjects constituting the necessary foundation

of a good elementary education."

And with some reservations these sentences might
well form a part of the preamble of the New
Code, 1900.

But it may be questioned whether, in removing
the distinction between "

elementary
" and "

class
"

subjects, and combining them under "
compulsory

"

subjects, in such a way as to require that Object

Lessons, History, Geography, and Grammar shall be

compulsory in every school, the Code has not increased

rather than decreased the "
subjects

"
of the school

curriculum.

The subjects mentioned above cannot certainly,

in all schools, be taken throughout the classes, and

will be broken across in the middle of the school.

The practical issue will be a still further use of the

so-called
" Combined courses

"
(see supplement to

Schedule II.), which are combined only in name,

and are merely so much of one subject followed by
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so much of another. It is true that English Grammar,
if by that is meant a logical exercise in Analysis and

Parsing, need not and should not be commenced
before Standard III. The New Code requires

Grammar "
in so far as it bears upon the correct use

of language." A little consideration will show how

very undefined such a conception may be. I do not

think it would be possible, without the above-

mentioned Analysis and Parsing, to do much

.intelligent work in this direction; for I should be

sorry to see a grammatical course degenerate into

a few "
tips

"
for composition, deduced from gramma-

tical rules which had not themselves previously been

obtained by inductive enquiry. The Object-lessons

in the lower standards present a still further difficulty.

Are they to be object-lessons on common things ?

(Art. 15, b. i) If so, may we not still have the
" Albatross followed by the Policeman "

? It may
be contended that courses of this kind are not

precisely upon
" common things

"
;

but how shall

we include a course of object-lessons in the lower

standards which shall have distinct bearing on, and

reference to, a specific science subject in the upper
standards ? There seems a practical dilemma

;
either

the additional compulsory subjects will crowd out the

science specific, in which case the object-lessons would

have nothing to lead up to, or, the science specific

will be taken with object-lessons on "common

things," which do not lead up to it.

No doubt, object-lessons may be, and should be,

preparatory to a geographical course, and a very
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large number of Girls' Departments will take Geo-

graphy throughout, which will mean, in the lower

standards, object-lessons in geographical terms. But
this solution of the difficulty hardly meets the case of

the Boys' Departments, where the science specific

should be taken.

Further, what are the "
suitable occupations

" which

the Code directs should be taken in the lower

standards where manual instruction is given in the

upper part of the school ? I think it inadvisable that

definite portions of the time-table should be allotted

in Senior Departments to paper-cutting and folding

as was, until recently, very largely the practice. The

Object-lessons, the Arithmetic, and the early lessons

in Geography, and more especially the courses in

Drawing, if based upon the actual handling and

observation of concrete realities, themselves supply
all

"
suitable occupation

"
requisite.

Possibly some decisions may be arrived at by
consultation with the Board of Education (Whitehall),

which will obviate the very real difficulties as to

curricula which are indicated above.
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Head Teachers' Conferences.

The hermetically sealed department has in some
cases too strong a hold upon the ideals and sentiments

of teachers for us to expect a very striking and

immediate result from the May Conferences which the

Board has requested to be held by the teachers of

each school.

But the outlook is full of promise. The growing

conception of a school as an organic unity, the

changed attitude of the Code in its estimate of

departments as a whole rather than as a number of

separate classes, and the cordial co-operation of so

many enthusiastic teachers are tending to bring
about some, at least, of those benefits which, in

Scotland, are obtained by the union of departments
under one head.

Few of us, for example, now desire that Writing

throughout all primary schools shall be strictly

uniform. Facility and legibility are sufficient tests to

apply to any system of school caligraphy. But it is

surely unwise to have different schemes of writing

taught in Infants' and Senior Departments. It must

not be overlooked, however, that the difficulty here is •
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most likely to fall upon Infants' Departments. The
rounded writing with median junctions is not, without

some dislocation, adaptable to the style favoured in

most Senior Departments, and a method of Infant

School writing, which, whilst not unduly complicated,
shall naturally lead to the methods of the Senior

Schools, is not yet formulated to any extent. Infants

can hardly be told with any hope of success to join

their letters near the top and near the bottom
; very

definite lines for guidance are needed by them.

The question of arithmetic also needs attention.

No method gives more trouble or is less satisfactory

than those of teaching subtraction. Even the

method of '*

decomposition," clear as it is in relation

to very small numbers, loses intelligibility to young
children when larger numbers are dealt with

;
whilst

the method of equal additions requires for its full

appreciation the apprehension of the proposition,
"
If equals are added to any quantities their differ-

ences remain unchanged."
I venture to suggest that too continued an insist-

ence upon the rationale of these processes with young
children is not very profitable. But the special point

I am here concerned to make is that the method of

one department shall be the method of the others.

Other instances in which similar arguments apply
will readily occur to practical teachers.

In teaching Reading, there are diverse and well-

marked methods as far as theory is concerned
;
but

each method seems to emphasise an aspect which can

hardly be omitted if success in reading and spelling
10
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is to be attained. Still, it might not be inadvisable,

even here, for inter-relation to exist between the

various departments.
The recreation problem is one other which calls for

joint solution. It is sheer waste, both with respect to

the strain on the teacher and the difficulty of attention

on the part of the pupils, when one class or depart-

ment endeavours to continue work, whilst other

classes are at play outside their windows. In this

connection it is absolutely essential that the teachers

of laundry, manual training, and other special

subjects, should arrange with the teachers of the school

so that the recreation of one section may not inter-

fere with the industry of another. Inadequate ventila-

tion and the mental drowsiness involved are minor

evils resulting from the endeavour to shut out the

noise.

One valuable element in the organisation of any
school is the contrivance of non-interference between

its respective parts ;
and in this direction, certainly,

teachers' annual Conferences have been an undoubted

success.
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memorandum suggested by sir john
gorst's speech, in introducing the

education estimates, 1900.

Infants' and Senior Departments.

That school work should be interesting to the

pupils, whether in Infants' or Senior Departments, is

a principle now currently adopted with which I ex-

press agreement. But exercises should not be taken

simply because they are interesting, but should, in

addition, make some step, however small, towards

proficiency in the social heritage of our common

knowledge. It is easy to the adult mind to be mis-

led by such terms as " Mental Arithmetic in Infant

Schools." In the lower classes of an Infant School

Arithmetic only means the making up and breaking

up of the smallest numbers. This is done with the

aid of actual objects
—sticks and beads and strokes.

The next step in the process is to exercise the

simplest memory images. It is not too much to

expect very young children to mentally go through
the little exercises which they have abundantly per-

formed in the manipulation of actual objects. In the

outlying suburbs of London there is growing up a
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conviction that the fifth year is soon enough for a

child to attend school. This can easily be shown

statistically by a comparison of the ages of infants in

schools of varying neighbourhoods. But it is not true

that such children so much more readily learn reading,

writing, and arithmetic that they out-distance the

children who commence these studies at an earlier

age. Age for age, notwithstanding their social

advantages, these children are not in advance in these

subjects of the children in poorer districts
; though,

ultimately, of course, by virtue of superior home

surroundings and longer attendance at school, they
become so. I have had complaints from Head
Teachers of Senior Departments, which are connected

with Infant Schools where the attendance, roughly,

commences, at five years of age, as to the very great

difficulty which they experience in getting the

standard work done at an age which leaves their

pupils eligible for scholarships. But I am certainly

of opinion that the school hours for young infants,

say of three and four, should undergo some dim-

inution, at least in cases where there is a probability
of good home surroundings.

The poor districts, however, come into another

category. Trained teachers are usually, by the

application of continuous gentle pressure and wise

regulations, much more likely to bring about the due

subordination and training of attention and will, than

many of the parents themselves, even assuming they
had time properly to attend to the little ones.

Methods in Infant Schools have undergone
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great changes during the past decade. The
actual dealing with concrete objects has very largely

superseded the mere preliminary work with alphabets
and numbers which formerly bulked so largely in

the curriculum. The danger now lies, if danger there

be, in too complete a disregard of the preparatory

aspect of the Infant School. There is, at present, an

uncomfortable break between the methods of the

Infants' and Senior Departments ;
and the remedy,

in my opinion, is, primarily, a much greater knowledge
of each other's work among the teachers of these

departments, which, I hope, will issue, not in the

extension of so-called "varied occupations" to the

upper schools, but rather in the concrete exercises of

the Infant School being in themselves made ade-

quately preparatory to the work of the Senior Depart-

ments, and in the Senior Departments themselves in

a due recognition of the concrete realities upon which

their geography, arithmetic, and natural science are

founded.

It is not a question as to whether "the brain" shall

or shall not be exercised. This will happen whether

infants are taught paper-folding or their letters, or

even play at home
;
and I take it that the only sound

defence of a later school age for infants rests upon the

conception that sustained mental work is likely, at a

very early age, to result in some retardation of general

physical development.

The End
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